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ABSTRACT

Fracture toughness of engineering materials is greatly affected

by their strength and ductiìity. Prior deformation affects the density

and mobiìity of djslocations in a material and thus has a significant

jnfluence on its pìastic behavior and hence its ductility. The object'ive

of this study is to determjne the influence of prior deformatjon on

the fracture toughness as expressed by J-ìntegra'1. Fracture tests

were performed on low alloy steel (AISI 4340) predeformed from 0 to
15% either by cold rolìing or tensjle pulìing. Dislocations structure,

dens'ity and d'i stri buti on !,rere observed on anneal ed and predeformed

materials using transmission electron microscopy.

A significant increase in the fracture toughness (four fold)

was observed at 2% prestrain for both modes of prestrain'ing, followed

by a conti nuous decrease i n fracture toughness at hi gher pri or

deformations. This significant increase at 2% prestrain is attributed

to an excessi ve crack ti p bl unti ng produced by the avaj I abi I i ty i n

the crack tip region of a ìarge number of mob'ile djslocation sources

introduced by the sì'ight prestraining. Transmjssjon electron mìcroscopy

observations revealed a real shortage of mobile dislocations in the

annealed material where the few dislocations available are locked by

precipitates. Al so the number of dislocations was found to have

increased markedly after 2% prestraining. Stretch zone width

measurements on the fractured specimens confirmed that this increase
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in the fracture toughness was indeed due to excessive crack tip blunting

prior to crack initiation.

A dislocation model is proposed to explain the crack tip
blunting in materials with high density of mobile dislocations, which

leads to an equation relating the fracture toughness parameter JtC

to mobile dislocation density in the crack tip region and to the rate

of work hardening in the plastic zone. Theoretical calculations of

the fracture toughness using the equations derived from the model were

found to be in close agreement with the experimental results.

A sìmilar study was undertaken on an austenitic stainless

steel (AISI 310) which is an FCC material that does not exhibit such

initial shortage of mobile dislocations. It'was found that, unlike

the low aììoy steel, there is a continuous decrease in the fracture

toughness as the extent of prestraining is jncreased from 0 to 15%.

This continuous decrease in the fracture toughness of the austenitic

stainless steel was attributed to the high work hardening exhibited

by this material. This leads to a very high yield stress in the plastic

zone. The high work hardening rate uras expìained by intersection

hardening and formation of Lomer-Cottrel I locks which prevent an

effective blunting to occur at the crack tip.

From this study, it is concìuded that the mobile disloiatÍon

density in the material as well as the extent of work harden'ing in

the plastic zone appear to be the tlo most influencial parameters which

control the fracture toughness of materials which exhibit significant

plasticity prior to fracture.
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CHAPTER I

INÏRODUCTIOII

Crack growth in most structural components is greatly affected

by the p'lastic deformation that the components undergo before fracture.

In flaw-bearing materials, the crack tip plasticity has a strong effect

on the whole fracture process. The importance of this localized plastjc

deformation on the fracture behavior has been well emphasized in the

past by earlier investigators such as Orowan, Irwin and others. It
.is now well established that an understanding of the fracture process

lies jn a study of the, intense deformation which occurs adjacently

to the crack tip.

New concepts of post-yi el d fracture mechan'i cs such as

J-integral and crack opening displacement (COD) which take 'into account

such large plasticity at the crack tip have been deve'loped and are

receìving a great deal of attention. These new concepts of post-yield

fracture mechanics are based on continuum nrechanics anaìyses of crack

tjp deformatjon, involving onìy macroscopic material parameters such

as the state of stress and stra'in, the macroscopic pìastic zone size,

the yield and ultimate tensile strength. A typicaì example of crack

tip plastic deformat'ion analysis using the material macroscopic

parameters is the approximation of the blunting part of the J-res'istance

curve (whi ch w'i I I be di scussed j n a I ater chapter) by 2o 7, where oF

is the flow stress, taken as the average of the yield strength and

the ultimate tensile strength. Such analyses are obviously inadequate

from a materjal standpoint since crack tip plasticity anaìysis should
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involve individua'l dislocation behaviour at the crack tip.
If a theory can be developed, which describes the deformatjon

aspects of fracture in terms of behaviour of dislocation which in

fact constitutes the p'lastì'c zone, it would be possibìe to circumvent

these difficu'lties which are inherent to the continuum mechanics approach

of fracture. Furthermore, because a fracture mechanics approach based

on dislocation concepts would be more fundamenta'lìy soundr orìê might

hope to build a framework within which it would be possible to address

more satjsfactoriìy this important prob'lem of the pìastic deformation

whjch usuaì ly preceeds fracture of most engineerìng metal I ic material s,

and which controls the whole fracture process.

Unfortunately, the only attempts made to incorporate material

microscopic parameters in the anaìysís of the crack tip deformation

were so far'limited to grain size, inclusions, precipitates and their

relevance to void nucleation. Few studies addressed the fundamental

aspect of plastic flow at the crack tip, invo'lving the intrinsic

mi croscopi c materi al parameters for pl asti c deformati on such as

dislocations and their mobility, as well as work hardening, and onìy

a modest progress has been achieved in understandìng the detailed

blunting micro-mechanisms of the crack tip in plane strain ìoading.

it is therefore hoped that, by focusing on mjcrostructural aspects

of fracture, one may be able to deve'lop an alternative approach of

fracture whi ch can useful ìy complement the usual conti nuum approach

and account for the physical processes occurring at the crack tìp.

Since the intense plastic deformation occurring at the crack

tip prior to crack propagation depends closely on the microstructure,
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espec'ially on the mobi'lity and the density of the dislocations in the

material, it was thought that prior deformation would have a signìfjcant

effect on the fracture toughness as expressed by J-integral, because

prior deformation has a direct infJuence on the density and the mobiìity

of the dislocations in the material. From a practica'l aspect, prior

deformation in real structures and components is common and the study

of crack initiation and propagation in such members is of a great

importance.

The objectì ve of thì s thesi s i s thus to study the effect

of prior deformation on f'racture toughness expresseo Dy J-integral.

l'lost important'ly, to appl y the resul ts of thi s study to obta i n a better

understanding of the crack tip deformatjon mechanisms and the blunting

of the crack tip, in terms of dislocation dynamìcs. The ultimate purpose

of the present study is therefore to develop a new comprehensive model

for crack ti p bl unti ng by d'i sl ocati on and to quanti tati ve'ly correl ate

the materi al macroscopi c parameters I i ke the fracture toughness as

expressed by J-integral with the material intrinsic microscopic

parameters such as the mobile dislocatjon densìty and the rate of work

hardening in the p'last'ic zone.

Prior deformation from 0 to 15% reduction in thickness (coìd

rolling) was performed on well annealed low alloy steel (AISI 4340),

and J-integral (J IC) testing was conducted on compact tension specimens

machined from the cold worked materiaJ. Microscopic examination using

transmission electron microscopy was performed on specimens with

different amounts of prestraining to study the dislocation structure

and distribution after each prior straining. Stretch zone wìdth, which

is a direct measure of the extenttof crack tip bìunting prior to crack
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initiation, u,as determined by scanning electron microscopy on fractured

specimens used in the J-integral testing. Fracture testing was also

performed on materiaì prestrained in tension in order to study the

effect of the type of prestraining on the fracture toughness. A

theoretical model of crack tip b'l unting by dislocation mechani sms

is developed and a quantitative correlatÍon of the fracture toughness

with the mobile dislocation density and the rate of work hardening

in the pìastic zone is obtained. The work has been extended to an

F.C.C. material, nameìy AISI 310 austenitic stainless steel which

exhibit\ qu'ite different sìip mechanisms during the plastic flow and

shows different work hardening characteristics during the p'lastìc

deformation compared to the low aì'loy steel (B.C.C. ), so that a

comprehensive analysi's of the fracture behaviour of the most widely

used structural materia'ls can be assessed.....:....:

','::,, 
.



CHAPTER 2

IITERATURE REYIE}I

In this chapter the main concepts of fracture will be briefìy

reviewed. The review will be divided into two sections. The first
w1ll cover the fundamental macroscopic aspect of fracture, with special

emphasis on post-yield fracture criterÍa, particu'lar'ly on J-integral.

The next section will present the m'icroscopic aspect of fracture where

earljer attempts made to correJate m'icromechanisms to the macroscopic

fracture toughness wil'l be discussed.

2.1 I4ACROSCOPIC ASPECTS OF FRACTURE

A theory of fracture based on an energetic approach was devel-

oped by Grìffith (1) in L920 for'brittle materiaJs such as gìass. The

theory states that a crack in a brittle material wi'll start propaga-

ting when the rate of release of strain energy becomes greater than

the rate of i ncrease of surf ace energy of a propagat'ing crac k. Th'i s

leads to a calculation of a critical stress o¡ where:

a

o

f

f

(!s¡t,
ll cl

, 2E', 
J /2

r a (t-uz¡

in pìane stress

in plane strain

(2.1.a)

(2.r.b)

which would cause a crack of length a to propagate in a brittle material

having a Young's modu'lus E, Poisson's ratio v, and surface €nerg/ y5.

Orowan (2) suggested that the Griffith theory can be made genera'lìy

appìicab'le to engineering materials which exhibit some pìasticity at

the crack tip before fracture, if a plastic work term yp accounting
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for the ptastic deformation is substituted for the surface energy.

The Griffith equatíon (2.1) then becomes:

2E'o rllzof =(Tå)*" in p'lane stress (2.2.a)

of = 1-2Etp - l lI o.| ane srra jn
n a (l-u2)

(2.2.b)

Irwin (3), using a simi'lar energetic approach ìaid the basis of linear

e1astic fracture mechanics by proposing that fracture occurs at a stress

o, when a parameter G defined as the crack extension force is equal

to a cri ti cal va'l ue Gc , the cri t j ca'l strain-energy rel ease rate. The

stress at fracture of is then given by:

TG
)
1/z

c (2.3)U f n a (l-r')

The strain energy release rate is (4):

u- o2ra
-E- (2.+¡

or

G=K2t (2.5)

where K = o fna is defined as the stress intensity factor, a parameter

which characterizes the crack tip stress field. Brittle or semi-brittle

fracture can be analyzed with linear elastic fracture nnchanics methods

which are now well developed and extensively used in design.

l{ew concepts for post-yi el d f racture have been deve'l oped
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to analyze fai'lures which occur in the elastic-plastic regime, where

the linear elastic fracture mechanics methods were found inappropriate

to account for the ìarge plastìcity at the crack tip which usuaì'ly

preceeô such failures. Among the post-y'ield fracture methods, J-integral

and the crack opening disp'lacement (COD¡ are the most wideìy used.

Both concepts lead to equivaìent and interchangeabìe fracture toughness

parameters (JlC and 6r, ), so onìy the J-integral method will be discussed

.in great detail. The crack opening d'isp'lacement concepts will be iust

briefly presented.

2.I.1 Crack Openinq Disolacement (COD)

Hells (5), cottrell (6) and Barenblatt (7) 'independentìy

proposed that the fracture behavior could be characterjzed by the opening

of the notch f aces , namel y the crack-openi ng di spì acement. l,lel ì s showed

that the concept of crack opening disp'lacement is analogous to the

concept of the crack extension force Gc proposed by Irwin for linear

elast'ic fracture mechanics. A relationshjp between the COD, the applied

stress and the crack length can be obtained using Dugdale's crack tip

p'lasticity model (8) namely:

6 la
NE a rn (| s-¡

v

(2.6)

where oy is the yie'ld stress of the materjal. For a smalì applied

stress (o.oy), equation 2.6 reduces to:

u = +n3-u Q'7)
oy

or
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ô
G (2.8)
ø
v

As in Irwin's approach, fracture occurs when the crack opening displace-

ment ô reaches a critical value 5c corresponding to a critical value

of the crack extension force G6.

2.1.2 J-inteqra'l

2.1.2.1 Definition and Properties

Rice (9) proposed that crack tip deformation problems in

elastic and elastic-plastic materials can be properly analyzed by a

l'ine integraì, called J-integral. He suggested that appropriate integra-

tjon path chojces permit one to reJate the J-integral !o near tip
deformat'ions and measure the near ti p f iel ds. I.li th reference to Fi g.

2.1, J-Íntegral is mathematically defined as:

J

t
(tJdy - tr# 'ds) (2.e)

where ll is the strain-energy density defined by:

H = l,J (x, y) t^J e

o

e

oij de (2.r0)rJ

de¡ being the infinitesimal strain tensor, T¡ = oij n¡ with o¡¡ being

the applied stress tensor, and n¡ a normaì vector u- is the dispìacement

vector, ds is an element of arc a'long t . The J-integral has the

properties of being path-independent (9) which impìies tha! its value
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on a contour irmediately adjacent to the crack tip can be assessed

from an evaluation on a contour taken far away in the elastic-p]astic

material. The J-integral charactèrizes the crack tip stress-strain

fieldsand displacement fields. The stresses, strains, and displacements

fields around a statíonary crack in a non-linear elastic material obeying

the stress-strain power-law hardening (oo.el have been studied by Rice

and Rosengrør (10) and Hutchinson (11). Using the results of these

studies tlcClintock (12) has shown that the stress, Plastic stra'in

and dispìacement singu'laritìes can be expressed as a functjon of

J-integral , i.e. :

n
n+T

oij (r,o) = o
v

( J.
t, "r' rJ

(e) (2.lla)

(r,s) = (
J

ç",
)

l
n+T I

TFTTr
e (e ) (2.'n b)

tì

tij ìj

u (r,e) = (dt I
)ñf, nin+lr u

I
(e) (2.llc)

t:

where In is a function of the ¡rork hardening exponent rì, and the mode

of crack opening. For a plane-strain tensile crack it has a value

of 5.0 over a wide range of n (ll).

Rice (13) proposed an alternate and equÍvalent definition
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of J-integral by reasoning that, since the energy'line integral reflects

the crack tip deformation field, as in linear elastic fracture mechanjcs,

it must be related to energy balance consjderations. He thus defined

the J-integral as (9):

J = - lim ^u (2.12)
Aa+o B¡a

where U is the potential energy, a, the crack length. J-integral may

be interpreted as the potentia'l energy djfference between two identicaììy

loaded bodjes having neìghbouring crack sizes. Th'is alternate definition

of J-integral can be otherwise expressed as:

tt:
]],

i'

i

.

:

a:

(

ô P

. area
tJ--_î--.

oa aa ) do = )dPAP a6
aa

(2.13)

o o

which relates J-integral to the rate of change with respect to crack

s'ize a, of the area under the load (P) versus load-point-displacement

( ô ) curves. This alternate definitjon of J-integraì given in equation

(2.L2) was used by Beg'ley and Landes (14) for the first experimental

determìnation of J-'integral. l.lith this energetic interpretation, J-

integraì bears the same functions as does G for linear elastic materjals.

Thus J-integraì is identical to G for linear elastic materials, or:

2

J=G=[_tr_u2) in pìane strain (2.14)

For non-linear materials (i.e. elastic-p'lastic) it represents the rate

of energy dissipation at the crack tip per unit increase in crack sur-

face. This energy is used up in plasticaì'ly deformìng and blunt'ing

the crack tip.

:it
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2.1.2.? l4ethods for J-integraì determination

2.1.?.2.1 Compì iance Technique

Begley and Landes (14) were the first to determine experimen-

taì ìy the J-integra'l . They used the energy rate interpretation of

J as expressed in equation 2.12 To determine J-integra'l, several

compact specimens of varying crack lengths were loaded to different

di spl acements. At a gi ven di sp'l acement, the area under the

I oad-di spì acement curve was found usi ng a po1 ar pl animeter. Thj s

represents the energy input to each specimen at a given disp'lacement.

This energy is plotted as a function of crack ìength. The sìopes of

these curves give J as defined by equation 2.12 These values of

J were p'lotted as a f uncti on of di sp'lacement. Thi s method for

determining J, called compìiance technique, is shown schematjcaì1y

in Figure 2.2. It is an exact method but it usually suffers from a

lack of precision due to scatter in loaddispìacement curves between

spec'imens. The most difficult problem encountered with thjs method

is that it cannot give the value of J correspond'ing to crack initiatjon

(JlC). In Begley and Landes experiments (14), a'll the load-dispìacement

curves were taken well past the point of first crack initiat'ion leavìng

the exact determination of this point unclear. The method is also

tedious and expensive in both time and material.

2.1.2.2.2 The Rice-Paris-Merkle J formula and the l4erkle-Corten

Correcti on

A significant advance in J-integraì testing was provided

by the development of the Rice-Paris-Merkle J formula for deeply cracked





bars subiected to bending (tS¡.

tions of the bend angle o under

cracked bars as illustrated jn

is given bY:

t4

Their anaìysis is based on considera-

an appl'ied bending moment M of deep'ly

F'igure 2.3. The total bend angle et

ot= ]2 ML *ob (z.ls)
El^J3

where 0O is the additional rotation due to the presence of the crack.

For a suffjcientìy deep crack, the bend ang'le e¡ i s onìy a function

of the appìied moment, I',l, and the square of the remaìning ìigament

b,i.e.:

,,

t.
,]

:.j

i.l
'lt 

)

't:j

05=f( I (2.16)
b2

Usi ng the

2.13 , J

energetic interpretatjon of J-integraì as defined by equatìon

is given as:

r=ll'+' 
'"

(2 .17 )

0r J
2

6.

M

l'
Jo

r#¡ dM

o b

then J
2

5
Md% (2.r8)

6crack
P dôor J

2
6. crack

(2.1e)

o
U

b

as illustrated in Figure 2,3 Md 0n i s the area A under the curve, so

othat
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Fig. ?.3 J-integral for a bend specimen (deep crack)
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equatjon (2.18) or (2.19) can be written as:

(2.20)

where the bar th'ickness has been introduced to express the J-integraì

per unit of crack surface. Equation 2.20 can be used to evaluate

direct'ly J-integral from a sing'le load-djsplacement record for deep'ly

cracked specimens j.e. for crack ìength to width (*) greater than .5.

In the derivat'ion of equation 2.20 , it was assumed that

the specìmen is subjected to pure bending. However, an ana'lysì s by

l4erkle and Corten (16) on compact tension specimens showed that there

is some tensile contribution as well, whjch could cause a sign'ifjcant

error in the value of J as estimated by equation 2.20. They found

that the amount of correctj on necessary to account for the tensi on

component is a funct'ion of a/w, total load and disp'lacement values.

The proposed J-integral estimation equation by Merkle and Corten is

(16):

P/s

2A
õEJ

t
B

q,\+a-P 
b

t
B

ô

rp)l
I

")ô
p

*cr2

6J=G*

=o

(a/b)z + a/b + t4 - Z(a/b + Þ,

(l+02)2
I

'p

1 -2a-a2 2Po

B=o

), Gt is the elastic strain

(2.22)

l -Za-a2
d

1 -2u-u2)
(l+q2)2

) d

I
P'/

(?.21)
I I +q2

energy release rate in mode I ìoading, 6 p the plast'ic dìsp'lacement.

l4erkle and Corten (16) have shown that, for $ ) .5, equation ?'?I

can be repìaced by one that contains total dispìacement leadjng to:

where c = 2

(l+a)
(ì+az)

)4*" (

Bb (l+02)2 Bb
J ( 0



The second and third term of equation

in the followjng expression:

T7

2,22 can be neglected resulting

(l + o)

(l t u2

(2.23)
)Bb

2.1.2.2.3 The J-Resistance Curve

The use of Rice-Pari s Merkle formula (equation 2.23)

permits the J-integral to be determjned. from a sing'le load-dìspìacement

record and obviates the need for a tedious compliance determination

of J-integraì. The onìy probìem whjch remajns is the prec'ise

determ'ination of the poìnt of the first crack extension (J fC) on the

load-displacement record. The solut'ion to this problem was found by

Begìey and Landes (17) who proposed that the J * measurement poìnt

can be determjned by presenting the J data in the form of a resjstance

(R) curve (18,19). The J-resistance approach is based on a model

of the fracture process as Shown in Fig.2.4. The fracture process

starts from a natura'l sharp defect or an artificial sharp crack of

length a introduced in advance by fatigue pre-cracking at a low iK.

As the crack undergoes'loading, a plastic zone is formed and the crach

becomes bl unted through a 'local sì ip process at the crack t'ip. The

bìunting increases with increasing ìoad and corresponds to the format'ion

of a stretch zone which afterwards can be measured as a definite step

on the fracture surface . The bl unti ng wi I I i ncrease wi th further

increase in the load until a load is reached where a crack advance

occurs ahead of the originaì blunted crack. At the point where the

fi rst crack advance occurs, the fracture toughness measurement poi nt

2A
J
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JIC is defined.

The degree

displacement 6 can be

(equation 2.8 ):

of bl unting

approximate'ly

corresponding to

rel ated to J by
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crack openi ng

the expressi on

oflow (2.24)

where oflow is the flow stress generalìy taken as the average of the

yie'ld and ultimate stresses. The crack advance aa due to the blunting

is approximately half of the crack opening displacement ô (17). Thus,

with equation 2.24 the bìunting part of the J-resistance curve can

be described by the equatìon:

ô_
2

J

^a= ofi 
ow

0r

J=2o
^a

(z.zs¡fl ow

The point where add'itional crack advance occurs from the blunted crack

(J lC) is marked by a change of slope in the curve J versus crack

extension. Crack growth due to a tearing ahead of the blunted crack

deveìops at a much faster rate than that due to the blunting. A crack

advance curve can then be developed for subsequent crack growth and

the intersection of the crack advance I ine and the b'l untÍng I i ne

(equation 2.25) yields J1ç. The crack advance Aa may be measured either

by destructive examination of several specimens, each loaded to a certain

J-value, or by any of the crack extension monitoring techniques which

perm'it JIC to be determined from a sing'le specimen. The most used

crack advance monitoring techniques are:

o=J/
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i) unìoading compliance method (zo, zL) where repeated smail

part'iaì unloadingsin the range of l0% are performed to provide a small

portion of a linear elastic load-dispìacement curve whose slope will

give a measure of the instantaneous crack length.

ii) Eìectric potentiaì drop technique (ZZ, 23) where crack

extension causing a change in electric resistance is measured as a

change in potentiaì between two measurement points across the crack.

iii ) Ultrasonic method (24-26) where changes in amp'litude

(in dB) of the transm'itted ultrasonic waves are related to a certajn

relative crack growth. Al so reflection of the waves (emitted from

the back of the specimen) on the blunted tip accurateìy locates the

crack Lip (27).

0f these crack extension monitoring techniques, the unìoading

compl i ance method i s the simp'l est, because i t does not requì re

sophìst'icated instrumentation and the crack extension aa can be easily

obtained either from experimentaì comp'l iance data (Zt¡ or by using

the compìiance-crack 'length relation developed by Saxena and Hudak

(28).
A crack growth parameter called the tearing modulus T has

been introduced by Paris et al (ZS¡ to characterize the subsequent

crack growth behavior. The tearing modulus, which measures the

material's resistance to tearing instability, is defined as:

EdJ
o2 da
v

(?.26)

:ri

,riwne"e f$ is the slope of the initial portion of the

of the J-resistance curve. Thus. a material with a

should be resistant to crack growth (unstable crack

crack advance

hì gh val ue

propagation

line

ofT

occ u rs

'l
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rarely) whereas materials with a low value of T are more prone to

unstable crack propagation. Theoretical juSification for using the

J-resistance curve to describe crack growth was given by Hutchinson

and Paris (30). The condition for J-controlled crack growth is expressed

by:

¡t:
ì1..

t',

(¡ bdJ>>l
Jdã (2.27)

where b is the remain'ing I igament. 0ther investigations (:t¡ have

concluded that J-controlled crack growth is fulfilled for small amounts

of crack growth, namely for crack growth not exceeding 6% of the

remain'ing ì igament (w-a).

2 MICROSCOPIC ASPECTS OF FRACTURE

2.L Dislocation Rep resentation of Cleavaqe Cracks

The first attempts to correlate dislocation micro-mechanisms

to the fracture process concerned cìeavage fracture and were due to

Cottrell (32) and Friedel (33). They represent an elastic cleavage

crack as a cont'inuous distribution of n dislocations. Their model

describes the moving cleavage crack as a dislocation piìe-up, where

the crack advances by a climb motion of the ìeading dislocation when

the force acting on it (from the n dislocations pi'led-up behind it)
'is equal to the resistance to the breaking of the atomic bonds (creat'ion

of two new surfaces of energy 2Y5), leadìng to Griffith equation. The

number of di sl ocatj ons accumul ated i n the pi I e-up and causi ng the

fracture at o = o¡ and crack length af as they spread across the fracture

plane, is given by (33):

ìil'
:t;
:ìi
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':.'
t, l:

2

2
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nf _ of (l-uz) 4 a f (2.28)
bE

where b is the Burger's vector, v the Poisson's ratio and E the Young's

modul us.

Thi s type of fracture i s descri bed ( 34 ) as cumul ati ve i n

the sense that the primary group of dislocations is sufficient by itself

to complete the'total fracture without necessitating the creation of

additional dislocations. Further dislocations which may be created

by the expansion of the crack hetp to push this primary group a'long

but they do not contribute directìy to the fracture process. This

type of fracture represents an unstable mode of fracture, i.e. the

appl ied stress (genera'lly below the genera'l yie'ld stress) needed to

continue the fracture process decreases as the crack extends, and is

only applicable to brittle (cleavage) fracture where fracture occurs

without or with very I ittle plastic deformation. l,lhen the process

of fai'lure involves plastic deformation, different dislocation model s

must be used, because pìastic deformation produces shear, not dilatation

as imp'licitly assumed in the above model.

2.2.2 Dislocation Model for Plastic Yie'lding from Notches

?.2.2.1 Yielded Crack in Tensile Loading (No¿e t)

. Plastic flow at the crack tip preceeding crack growth in

semi-brittle or ductile materials under tensile loading is modelled

(SS¡ as two inverse dislocations pile-ups at an angle O = 45o with

respect to the fracture plane. These dislocations pile-ups represent

s'lip-lines (bands) in which gliding dislocations are emitted.and mu'ltip'ly

. ¡..
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to form the macroscopic pìastic zone as the shear stress ogr in these

s'lip-1ines reaches to the yield stress in shear.

l,lhen the app'lied stress is less than the general yìeìd stress,

the disìocations are localized near the crack t'ip and their back stress

opposes further p'lastic zone growth. As the appìied stress is increased

further, more piìe-ups of identical length are formed with add'it'ional

dislocat'ions injected repeatedìy into the sìip-lines. The plastic

zones therefore grow rap'idly, owi ng to the pressure of d'i sl ocat'ions

in them, and at a stress corresponding to the general yieìd stress,

the pl asti c zones cross the whol e ì oad-beari ng secti on and a ductj I e

(stable) crack growth starts by plastic deformation.

Thi s type of fracture i s descri bed as a non-cumul ati ve ( 35)

mode, i.e. each dislocation makes no contributíon to the fracture process

as it g'l'ides through the material, but add jtional disìocations have

to be injected repeatedìy into the slip-lines if the crack is to advance.

Consequently the crack tip is heaviìy deformed before fracture occurs.

Unlike the unstable crack growth (cumulative mode), stable crack growth

occurs by continuous increase of the applied stress beyond the general

yield stress.

Rice (36) has proposed a model for p'lane strajn yielding

f rom notches where the pì asti c rel axati on occurs a'l ong s'l i p bands at

an angle ç = 70" with the crack plane. The shear stress act'ing on

dislocatjons in these slip lines was assumed to be identical to that

which would exist in a plane shear (mode'll) loading and is gìven by

(¡o):
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l
zr0

o
KI

ï2nrI ( sin ó cos (ø/2)) (2.2s)

where KI is the mode-I stress intensity factor due to the applied'load

and r is the distance from the crack tip. This shear stress is the

stress which operates the dislocations within these slip-lines (bands)

and overcomes the friction stress which opposes dislocations motÍon.

2.2.2.2 Yie'lded Crack in Antiplane Strain (t'lode III ) Type of Loading:

the BCS l4odel

Bitby, CotÈrel'l and Swinden (SZ¡ proposed a model for a shear

crack with an associated plastic zone consisting of a linear array

of dis'locations which are co-planar with the crack. This type of

fracture is illustrated in fig. 2.5-a where a thin specimen is loaded

in an antipìane strain (mode III). The p'lastic zone consists of an

inverse pile-up of screw dislocations (fig. 2.5.-b). Fracture occurs

in the specimen when the two ha'lves of the specimen slide'over one

another, in the z direction, under a shear stress o* while the crack

is propagating in the x direction. The fracture displacements are

similar to those which occur around a pure screw dislocation g'liding

across the fracture plane. Cottrel I (38) pointed out that each

dislocation produces an increment of separation on every eìement of

the fracture plane that it traverses. This type of fracture is also

cumulative because the inítial group of dislocations can be sufficient

to cause complete separation of the entire specimen as a critical crack

opening shear displacement o. is reached, by merely gliding forward.
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The distribution function of dislocations in the plastic

zone can be determined by solving an integraì equatíon set-up by assuming

an equi I i bri um stress state in the p'l asti c zone. The di stri butj on

of the dislocations in the plastic zone (fíg. 2.5-c) is such that most

of the dislocations are concentrated at the crack tip. The crack opening

shear displacement o (COD) is given by (37):

o = Nb (2.30)

where N is the total number of dislocations in the plastic zone and

Ís obtained by integrating the distribution function f(x) and b js

the Burger's vector. RecentJy, an experimentaì confirmation of th'is

mode'l was claimed by Ohr and Narayan (39,40) during in situ transmission

electron microscopy studies of shear cracks in stainless steel and

b.c.c. singìe crystals. A dislocation free-zone was found between

the crack tip and the pile-up, whiìe the BCS model predicts that the

dislocation density is maximum at the crack tip (fig. 2.5-c). This

discrepancy with the BCS model was explained (41) by the difficulty

of generation of dislocations from the crack tip as the accumu'lation

of dislocations in the pìastic zone relaxes the stress at the crack

tip. As shown by tlajumdar and Burns (41) it is more likely that

dis'locations in the inrnediate vicinity of the crack tip could have

been attracted towards the crack tip by the image force and thus

contribute to the bìunting of the crack tip. This type of fracture

(mode III) can be produced in thin-sheet specimens (ttrin foils) where

pìane-stress conditions prevail and which promote shear deformations

similar to the antiplane strain mode.
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2.2.3 Dislocation Models for Crack Tip Blunt'ing

It is very difficult to consider exactly how a crack becomes

blunted by plastic deformation. Despite the evidence of the role of

pl asti c f I ow on the b'l unti ng process , attempts to reì ate the behavi our

of individua'l dislocations to the blunting pnocess have been rather

scarce, and very few quantitative treatments of the probìem of crack

tip blunting are available in the literature'

crack t'ip blunting by plastic relaxation at the crack tip

has been considered by Friede'l (33) and Tele'lman (4 4, 45). They have

shown that, when a material has many possible slip planes and a large

number of Frank-Read sources near a stopped crack, there will be a

cyfindrical region of fairly large radius R around the tip of the crack

where the elastic stresses of the crack are completely relaxed by

operati on of these mobi I e di s'l ocati on sources ' These sources wi I I

emit dis'location loops, where part c of the emjtted dislocations, having

opposite s'ign to the crack dislocations, are attracted to the crack

tip (fig. 2.6-a). The loops c move into the imrnediate neighborhood

of the crack in such a way that their total Burger's vector just

compensates for that of the crack tip Because of the stress

relaxation produced at the crack tip, the crack dislocations can move

to the crack tip, and this blunts the crack (fig.2.6-b)' The crack

now has paraììeì sides separated by a distance ô and the tip rad'ius

is about 6/2. The parts c' of the emitted dislocations loops having

opposite sign are repelled from'the crack tip to a distance R of the

order of the ptastic zone size, and have their total Burger's vector

also equaì to ô. Friedel (33) and Tetelman (45) also examjned crack
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tipblunt.ingmechanismsbypunchingofdis]ocatjonsoutofthecrack

whjchcreatestepsatthecracktip.Thepunchingofthedis]ocat.ions

outofthecrackwou]dbethemajorblunt.ingmechanisminmaterials

havinglowmobi]edis]ocatjonsdensity(heavjlypinneddis'locat.ions).

However, punch'ing of dis'locations by heterogeneous nucleation of loops

atthecracktipproducesasma]lamountofbluntingbecause.itrequìres

largestressesoftheorderofu/30andthenumberofstepsproduced

must be small (45)'

R'ice and Thomson (46) have proposed a model of crack tip

b.luntingbasedondjs.locat.ionsemjss.ionfromthetjpofthecrackin

such a way that after the djs]ocat.ion is emjtted, an atomically sharp

crackw.i].|getbìuntedbyanatomjcplane.þJhenthestressisincreased

substantially further djslocations emi ssi on occurs and thi s 'increases

In order for a dislocation to blunt

Burger's vector to have a comPonent

plane and the s'lÍp plane should intercept the crack

l.ine.Crysta]sforwhichdislocatjonemjssjonisspontaneouscanbe

expectedtobegoodcandidatesforp.last.icb]unt.ing.Detaìled
calcu.ìatjons of stresses acting on dislocations near the crack and

someenergeticconsiderations]eadtoconc.ludethatcrystalswhose
cli sl ocati on , have w'ide core and smal I val ues of the parameter r b ($'

ls ìs

:7.5t010)wheretristhesurfaceenergy,btheBurger'svector
and p the shear modu'lus, could be blunted eas'ily' whereas crystal s

the amount of b'lunt j

a crack, it is nece

normal to the crack

ng produced.

ssarY for the

w'ith narrow cores and I arge va'l ue of

tip bìunting by djs'location emjssion

ub should be brittle. This crack
tïror 

the crack tiP ProPosed bY

the punch'ing of d j sl ocat j ons out of
Rice and Thomson is analogous to

the crack considered above'
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Recently l,leertman (47) has proposed a model of crack tip

b.lunting based on the creation of dislocat'ion pairs and their separation

on slip pìanes immediate'ly ahead of the crack tip. I'leertman anaìyzed

the crack tip blunting by using an approximation of the B.C.S. model

for a shear crack in mode II which can be assoc'iated with the local

sliding processes involved in the stretch zone formation (48). He

showed that dislocations of one siqn move away from the crack region

and d'i s'locati ons of the other si gn p'i 'le-up agai nst the crack tì p j f

the rat'io ry is ìarge tTq ¿ Zl where lnax is the theoretical tensjle
tmax tmax

strength and t ru,. 'i s the theoreti cal shear strength. l'lhen the appl i ed

stress is sufficjently large, the dislocations of the piìe-up can enter

the crack tip and blunt the crack. The model can be applìed to a mode-l

crack with plastic y'ielding occurring on incl'ined s'lip planes as in

pl ane-strain'load'ing.

2.2.4 14'i croscOD 1C Ana'lvsi s of the Plastic Flow Du ri no the Bl untino

Proce s s

The microscopic s'l ip processes occurrîng at the crack tip

prior to crack growth have not been given a great deal of attention

Instead, more attention is paid to ducti'le fracture by voids nucleation

and joining of voids (4L52) leading to a macroscopic crack growth'

In most analyses, the role of the slip process leading to a large geometric

change of the crack tip is ignored. Thus Rice, ìn his model for fracture

by ducti'le void growth at the crack tip (Ss¡ assumed that the crack

opening displacement ôIC at crack initiation strongìy depends on the

mean spacing Xo of the large second-phase inclusions or partìcles and
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proposed that for most structural metal s:

ôIc = I to 2.7 xo (2'3.l )

according to his studjes (53) a contro'l of inclusions spacings Xs thus

determines the attainabìe ott.

Recently, Bl ind and Martin (S A¡ have reported an increase

in the fracture toughness with increasing dispersoid content for

A'luminum-Magnesium-Silicon alloys having similar grain size and yield

strength. They suggest that thi s i ncrease i n the fracture toughness

is due to the homogenization of sìip distribution at the crack tip'

which produces a more effective blunting.

Some recent studies ( 55- 60) questioned the use of the

theoretical equation J = 2orLa to describe the b'lunting part of the

J-resistance curve. Carefuì experimental determinations of the blunting

part of t,he J-resistance curve by stretched zone measurement have shown

that the measured stretched zones are always lower than the val ues

determined by the intersection of the J-¡a curve with the theoretical

b'lunting ìine as given by J = 2ot a a.

It was suggested that the blunting line should be determined

experimentally (Japanese Soc'iety of Mechanica'l Engineers (JSl4E)

recormended procedure for JIC test method) because the use of the

theoretical equation for the blunting line can give incorrect Jlt values'

This discrepancy between the theoretical and the experimental

btunting line is probabìy due to the fact that the flow stress ? in

the theoretical blunting line cannot account for the nicroscopic slip

processes occurring at the crack tip during the blunting process. These

slip processes must be strongly dependent on the amount of mobile
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dis'location density avaiìable, on the slip distribution as well as

on the rate of work hardening which cannot be accurately accounted

for by the flow stress onìy.
þJhiìst a microscopic ana'lysis of the pìastic flow at the

crack tip is lacking, the effect of some macroscopic parameters on

the fracture toughness has been studied. Namely, Landes and Begìey

(6 Ð have studied the effect of the specimen size and geometry on the

J-integra'l and have recommended the specimen size requirement for a

valid J¡ç determination to be given by:

B,ô,b>oJIC e.3z)
ç

where B, a ' b are the specimen thickness, crack length, uncracked

l'igament respectiveìy, oF is the flow stress, o is a non-dimensjonal

constant greater than ZS. Also, the effect of temperature on J-integral

has been investigated by Sumpter and Turner (62) and more recent]y

by Bayoumi and Bassim (O¡) who developed a model corre'lating the fracture

toughness with temperature in the transition temperature range. Using

the complíance definition of J-integral (equatíon Z.lZ), a'long with

a plastic zone correction, Lanteigne et al (63) derived a relat.ion

for evaluation of J-integral which includes material mechanjcal

properties such as the yield stress and the young modulus.

In conclusion, the review of the existing literature shows

that the definition and use of the J-integral as a fracture criterion
for materials exhfbiting elastic-plastic behavíour is most'ly based

0n continuum mechanics concepts. The study of the fundamental materia1

and microstructural aspects of fracture toughness where excessi ve
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blunting caused by ptastic deformation ahead of the crack tip has

received little attention. It is the objective of this present study

to make an attempt in understanding the mechanisms of stable crack

injtiatjon and growth through studying the dislocation behaviour at

the crack tiP'



C}IAPTER 3

EXP ERI IIEIITAL PROCEDURES

3. 1 I'TATERIALS

Twometa]sofdifferentcrystaìstructureareusedinth.is

investigation. A low alloy stee'l (Bcc) whose composìt'ion is equ'ivalent

tothatofAlsl4340steelwaSusedinthefirstpartofthestudy.
The Study ¡{as then extended to an austenetic stajnless stee'l ' AISI

3l0,whichhasafacecenteredcubicstructure.Thechemjca]composition

of these rrateria'ls as suggested by the manufacturers are given jn Table

3.1, and 3.2 resPectivelY'

Bothmateria]sv{ereusedinthepolycrysta]linestatewjth

an average grain size of about 20 um(ASTM No' 8) ' The basic

mi crostructure of the I ow a'l I oy steel ( i n the anneal ed condi t'ion )

consists of lamel.lar pearìite colonies within a proeutectoid ferrite

matrix. The grain size mentioned above thus perta'ins to the proeutectoid

ferrite gra'ins. The AISI 310 austenitic stainless steel was chosen

becausethistypedoesnotundergoanystrain.jnducedphase
transformation susceptibility during prior deformation (65) and because

ithasahighworkhardeningrate.Thechoiceofbothmaterialswas
primarily determined by the need to use materials whjch exhjb'it an

elastic-plastic fracture behaviour at room temperature'

3.2 SPECII'IEN PREPARATION

Both materials'

austeni ti c stai nl ess stee'l

the low alloy steel (Atlas SPS) and the

310 were suppl i ed i n the form of I ong p'l ates
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Table 3.1 Chemical composition of the low al'loy steeì (Atlas SPS)

El ement c Mn P s cr Ni Mo

Amount
(wt. %)

4 .75 .02 .0? .6 1.25 .15

Tabte 3.2 Chemical composition of the austenitic stainless steel (AISI 310)

E'lement C Mn P S S.i Cr Ni Cu Mo

Amount
(wt. %)

.25 2 .045 .030 1.5 24-26 19-22 .5 .5
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Table 3.3 I'lechanical properties of the low a'l'loy steel (Atlas SPS)
in the annealed condition

.2% yi el d
strength o

(MPa)

Ultimate tensiìe
strength o 

UTS
( r4pa )

Eì ongat'ion

(%)

Reducti on
of area

(r")

Ha rclne s s

Rc

416 657 29 56 18

Table 3.4 Mechanical properties of the austenitic stain'less stee'l
(Arsr 3r0)

.2% yield
strength oy

lUea ) r

Ultimate tensi le
strength oUTS

( l.lPa )

ãÌ ongati on

(%)

Reducti on
of area

(ït)

Ha rdne s s

R8t

286 462 47 70 86
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which are 25 mm thick. The low alloy steel was received in the heat

treated (tempered martensite) condition while the austenitic stainless

stee'|wassuppliedintheannealedcondjtion.Thelongpìateswere

cut into smaller pieces of about 60 cm'long and these smaller pieces

lrere co'ld rolled (about 25% reduction in thickness) to about 20 mn

in thickness. Each metal piece was separately anneaìed' The annealing

procedure for the low alloy steel (Atlas sPs) consisted of an

austeni ti zati on at g40"c for I hr fo'l I owed by furnace coof i ng. As

for the austenitic stainìess steel 310' the anneal ing consj sted of

an austenitization at 1,050oc for t hr followed by quenching in water

(solution treatment). The mechanical properties of the materials in

the annealed condition are shown in Table 3'3 and 3'4'

Eachannea]edpiecewaspredeformedbyco]dro.lìing(reduct.ion

jn thickness) in several passes, with prior stra'ining ranging frorn

0% (annealed) up to 15%. Prior deformation in tension (tensiìe pulling)

was also performed on some pieces of annealed low alloy steel us'ing

a 270,000 kg. hydraulic Baldwin test'ing machine at a loading rate of

27,000 kqf/min. An extensometer (of range 250 mm) was attached to

each piece being puìled for a precise measurement of the elongation'

These specimens were thus prestrained in tension from 0% to L5% in

a gauge length of about 250 mm'

Compacttensionspecimens(cT)lgmmth.ickweremachined

fromtheprestrainedpieceswithachevronnotchcutinthe
tongitudinal-transverse(l-r) orientation. The specimen shape and

dimensions are shown in Fig.3.1. All the specimens prepared had the

samethickness.Roundtensi]especimensS.Smmind.iameterwerealso
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W= 50 mm

B= l9mm
r.25 w

w
bo

-i

.6W

w

Fig. 3.1 Compact tension specimen geometry and dimensions
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prepared from the same prestrained pieces.

3.3 ÎIIECHANICAL TESTING

I Tensi le Testing3.3

Tensile tests were carried out using a universa'l Instron

testing machine in order to determine the flow stress (i.e.the yield

stress at .?%, the ultimate tensile stress and the strain-hardening

exponent (n)). A load ce'll GRM (10,000 kg) ca'librated electricaì ly

was used for alì tensile tests. A cross-head speed of.5 mrn/min was

maintained for all the tensile tests. An extensometer (G-51-12,25

rrflì gauge length) was attached to each specimen being tested for precise

measurements of strains. For specimens exhibiting a yie'ld point

phenomenon, Luder's strains (yield-point e'longations) were measured.

A'1 1 the tensi le tests were conducted fol lowing the ASTM-E-8 (66)

specifications.

3,3.2 Fatique Precrackinq and Fracture Tests

3.3.2. I Fatigue Precracking

The compact tension specimens were precracked by fatigue

using a servo-hydraul ic Instron (model 1320) testing machine under

strain-contro'lled mode. A crack opening displacement (C0D) clip gage

( Instron-4384-34) attached to razor bìade knife edges fixed at the

front face of the compact tension specimen u,as used to control the

fatigue precrackíng. The fatÍgue precrack lengths were measured by

a travel'ling microscope (at magnification of 30) on the mirror po'lished

surfaces of the specÍmen. The applied fatigue stress intensity factor
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Kf ,gas carefully controlled using a K-calibration chart based on ASTM

E4gg-78 specifications (67). Thus a fatigue stress intensity factor

K¡ of about ?5 I'lPa .m was used for precrack Ínitiation, whi le it vras

kept below 15 MPa.m for the last 50% of the fatigue crack extens'ion.

For a'lt the specimens used, the precrack length was chosen to produce

a deeply cracked specimen with $ =.6, where a is the crack 'length

and w is the width of the specimen measured from the loading line.

A]'l the fatigue precracking was conducted using a sine wave funct jon

at a frequency of 20 Hz.

3.3.?.2 Fracture Tests

Al'l the fracture tests were carried out at ambient temperature

in the same servo-hydrau'l ic Instron machine used for the fatigue

precracki ng. The tests h,ere conducted fol'l owi ng the speci fi cati ons

of the Tentati ve Test procedure for determi ni ng the pl ane-stra'i n

J¡ -resi stance curve prepared by the ASTM I'lorki ng Group (E 24. 08 ) on

J¡ -R-Curve test procedure (6 8) . These Tentati ve Test procedure

specifications are quite the same as those of the ASTM-E-813-81

standardized test procedure for J¡ç testing (21)'

The fracture tests were performed under controlled disp'lacement

at a constant testing speed of .?5 nrn/min for al'l tests. The sing'le

specimen partial unloading method was used for the J-integral tests'

where a series of l0% untoadings are performed to obtain crack extensjons

a¿ during the fracture tests. The change in the slope of the linear

portion of the load-displacement curve (i.e. the change in the

compl iance) gives a measure of any change in crack 
. 
length' An

autographic method was used for compliance measurements. The measured
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front face displacement6was converted to load-line displacements 6LL

by using the compact tension specimen comp'llance calibratíon deveìoped

by l{ewnran (69, 70) and by Saxena and Hudak (28). The obtained load-line

data were checked using Landes' analysis (71) for derivation of the

load-l ine displacenents from the specimen front face dÍsp'lacements

npasurements. The crack extension u,as calculated usíng the relatjon

dec]oped by Saxena and Hudak (28), nameìy:

9*= t.000re6 - 4.063're u¡_r_ + rì.242 tÍL - 106.043 u;L + 464.33s ull

E

- 650.677 U
LL

(l.t ¡

where U
LL

where n

Y l+ .76

âi+tra¡ t

A¡,i+l =

with E beíng the material Young's modulus,I

tarltt/2+1
B the specimen thickness, and ôLL the load-line comp'liance (P being

P

the applÍed load).

The J-integral at any point of the load-dísp'lacement curve

can be determined using equatÍon 2.23, but the value of J corrected

for crack growth is calculated from the folìowíng relation (72).:

A.
ri*l = [ri * (*).¡ +jI: rt - tÉ)i (.i*1 -.t)] (3.2)

2 + .5?2

crack extension

area under the load versus load-line displacement

between lines of constant displ Ínt í and

l+1.

,'::)

b
F

Þ
¡{

r.il:r:i'.i.
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The area under the load versus load-line displacement is measured with

¿ planimeter. Jrrin equatÍon 3.2 is calculated by using equation 2.23.

A plot of J-integral versus crack extension is constructed

to obtain the crack advance line. The critical J-integral value (JIC)

is obtained at the intersection of the experimentally constructed crack

advance line and the blunting line defined by equat'ion 2.25. For each

experimenta'l point, at least three repeated fracture tests were performed

and an average was taken on the values obtained.

3.3.3 Hardness Tests

The hardness of the materi al s (anneal ed and col d worked )

was determined using a Rockwell testing machine (B and C scale). The

hardness was performed on the polished surface of the compact tension

specimen prior to fatigue precracking.

A micro-hardness survey (from the specimen surface through

the thickness) was conducted for the low alìoy steel material in order

to determine the strain distribution throughout the specimen thickness

after prestraining (2%, 5%) by tension pulling and by rol'ling. Thjs

micro-hardness profile measurement was also perfonned for the specimens

in the annea'led condition. The micro-hardness testing machine used

is a Víckers (DHP) type (model Leitz I'letzlar Miniload). The specimens

h,ere sl ightly etched with a nital (?%) so'lution and the tests were

carried out at a magnification of 400. A load of 200 gf was used and

the duration of appticatíon of the load was 10 sec. For each

experimentaì point, ôt least ten measurements were performed and an

average of the values obtained was taken.
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3.4

3.4.I

STRETCH ZONE MEASUREMENTS

Theoretical Back round

The stretch zone, which is the trans'ition zone between the

end of the fatigue precrack and stable crack growthr côrì be determined

by post-test examination of fractured specimens using scanning electron

microscopy. The stretch zone region, on the fracture surface, usually

appeared to be at an angle of approximately 45o (17), whereas the actual

material separation region is nearly flat. This is i'llustrated

schematical'lY in Fig. 3.2.

Usi ng a simpl e geometri ca'l model of a bìunted crack, Nguyen-Duy

and Bayard (73) have derived an equation re'lating the critical stretch

zone width (l,l52q) to the crack opening disp'lacement (COD). If AB in

Fig. 3.2 is the critical stretch zone width, it can be shown (73) that

the stretch zone width (l.lszc) and the critical crack opening disp'lacement

(C0D)c are related by:

I

wszc - d
-L

G

(3.3)
I

i

I

I

I

c0s (e- r)

and

(coD)c =.or^fu å (3'4)

where d is the measured'length of the stretch zone on the micrographs,

lis the incident angle of the beam (the tilt ang'le), and G ís the

magn i fi cati on .

Under p'lane strain conditions, the critical value of the

J-integraì JtC is related to the (COD)ç by (7 5, 76):

JIC=moF(C0D)c (3.5)
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where of is the flow stress (the average of the .2f yield stress and

the ultimate tensiìe stress) and m is a constraint factor due to plane

strain loading (usual ly taken to be approximately equal to 2) .

Substitution of equation 3.4 into equation 3.5 yields:

4oF d rJIC=cosÀ*;çTxå (3.6)

3.4 .2 Expe rimental Measurements

Halves of broken specimens obtained from the fracture tests

were used for the stretch zone width measurements. ltlicrographs of

the stretch zone region were obtained usíng a scanning electron

mìcroscope (Super Mini-SEM ISI) and the length d of the stretch zone

was measured on the micrographs. An incident angle À (tjlt angle)

of about 45o was used with magnification ranging from 250 to 375. The

measured stretch zone length d was used to calculate the critica'l stretch

zone width Hszc, and the critica'l va'lue of J-integraì, JIC' us'ing

equations 3.3 and 3.6 respective'ly. The value of the length d used

in these calculations is an average value of at least 4 measurements

taken at equal intervals across the specimen thickness. The stretch

zone measurements were performed on specimens of the low a'l'loy steel

with prestraining ranging from 0Í (annealed) to 15%.

3.5 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY STUDIES

3.5.1 Spec imen Preparation

sl i ces , . 35 rnm thi ck, yr,ere cut f rom bul k compact tensi on

specimens (after fracture tests) as shown in Fig. 3.3, using a diamond
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saw (Isomet, low speed saw (Buchler)). The s'lices h,ere cut far away

from the notch to avoid any disturbance in the microstructure due

to the fatigue precracking and fracture tests. These sl ices were

carefu'lìy ground to .15 mn from both sides using a 600 abrasive paper.

Disks,3 mn diameter h,ere cut from the thinned slices, at

5 mm away from the outer surface as shown in Fig. 3.3. Disks were

a'lso taken at 2 mm, 4 mm, and I mrn from the surface in order to examjne

the effect of any possibìe strain gradient on the density, structure

and distribution of dis'locations. The disks were e'lectro-po'ljshed

until perforation using a jet electro-pol ishing equipment (Tenupol

Struers ) . The el ectro-pol i shi ng condi ti ons were :

- Electrolyte: 5% perchloric acid (HC I 04) in methanol alcohol

- Voltage and current were 12 V, 70 mA respectiveìy

- Temperature, -40oC to -50oC.

After eìectro-poì i shing, the specimens were rínsed fi rst

in methanol, then in ethanol.

3.5.2 Electron l,licroscopic Examination

Thin foi'ls prepared from annealed and prestrained (cold rolled

and tension pulled) specimens were examined using a transmission electron

microscope (mode'l Philips EM300) in order to study the change in the

density, structure and distribution of dislocations with prior

deformation. Transmission electron micrographs were taken in bright

fie'ld image at magnifications ranging from 17,000 to 30,000. Thjs

electron microscopic study was performed on both the low aìloy steel

as wel'l as the austenitic stainless steel.
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3,6 OBSIRVATION OF THE PLASTIC FLOI'I AT THE CRACK TIP

Plastic flow at the crack tip at different stages of the

blunting process was obtained for the low alloy steel in the annealed

condition as well as for prestrains equal to 2 and 5%. The crack tip

region (l cm?) rtas eìectro-po'lished with a so'lution consisting of 4I%

perchloric acíd in 59f" acetic acid before the test. The

el ectro-po'l i shi ng condi ti ons vtere:

- Temperature: = 5oC

- Voltage and current: 30V, 100 mA respectively.

The specimens were loaded to three different va'lues of J,

nameìy J = 40 KJ/n?, J = 110 KJ/nz and J = 180 KJ/nz. The specimens

were then unloaded and observation of the plastic flow at the crack

tip was performed using an opt'icaì microscope (Vickers Instruments)

at magnification of about 30. Photographs of the plastic flow vrere

then obtained.



CHAPTER I
EXPERI}IEIITAL RESULTS OII THE LOT ALTOY STEEL

4.1 PRIOR DIFORMATION BY COLD ROLLING

4 .1.1 J-Resistance Curves

The experimental determination of JtC (tfre crítical value

of J-integraì) from the J-resistance curve is shown in Fjg. 4.1 to

Fjg. 4.6, whjch pertain to the material with 0% (annealed), I%, 2%,

5%, l0% and 151" prestrain respective'ly. As shown, the intersection

of the blunting line (whose slope is given by 2o¡) and the experimenta'lìy

constructed crack advance I ine gives JIC. In Fig. 4.2, the 'last

experimenta'l point is away from the crack advance I ine, wh'ich may be

due to the tendency of J-resistance p'lots to be curved concave downward

for ìarge crack extension, as reported earlier by Paris and coworkers

(ZS¡. The trend for curving of the J-resistance curves was a'lso noticed

with some other specimens in which ìarge crack extension had occurred

in the J-integral tests.

The values of JIC obtained for a'll the specimens tested meet

the specimens size requirements (Equation ?.32') for valid J-integral

tests. A'lso the J-controlled crack growth condition (Equatìon 2.27)

was fu'lfilled for all the specimens tested. Thus all the JIC values

determined can be considered as valid values of the toughness of the

materi a'l .
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4.t.2 Variation of the Fracture Tou ness asE ressed b J- i nte ral

with Prior Deformation

The variation of JIC values with the percentage of cold work

R is shown in Fig. 4.7. JIC increases from fl = O% (JlC = 40 KJ/m2)

to ft = 2% where a maximum of 160 KJ/n2 is reached, then decreases

nrarkedly to 32 KJ/nz at l0?', prestrain. The toughness remains a'lmost

constant between fl = 10% and fl = L5%. Thus small amounts of co'ld work,

up to 2% seem to have ímproved significantìy (four fold ) the fracture

toughness, expressed as J¡6.

The JIC va'lue depends on the blunting'line, on the position

of the crack advance line, (which is determined'by ôcr (Figs. 4.1.1,

A.l.? in Append'ix 4.1)) the maximum load line disp'lacement before the

first crack extension occurs from the blunted crack tip and by aôç¡,

the intersection of the crack advance line and the blunting l'ine as

well as its slope. It is thus important to follow the influence of

the prior cold work on the bluntìng line, the position and the sìope

of the crack advance line. The effect of the percentage of cold work

R on the flow stress oF which determines the slope of the blunting

line is shown in Fig. 4.8. The flow stress increases sìightly for

sma'll cold working (R = l% and 2%') then increases markedly with higher

va'lues of prior cotd working. The variation of the strain hardening

exponent n with the percentage of the prior cold work is shown in Fig.

4.9. The strain-hardening exponent decreases sharply at small percentage

of cold work (0 to 5%), then decreases more slowly for higher percentage

of cold work. The effect of the prestrain on the crack advance line

position as defÍned by ôcr is shown in Fig. 4.10. Figure 4.11 shows
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the variation of 
^acr. 

as a function of prestrain. The va'lues of ,t a.,^

and ôcr were found to increase marked'ly as the prior deformatìon js

varied from 0% to 2%. This is followed by a marked decrease at R =

10 to L5%. The change in the slope of the crack advance line, as well

as the tearing modulus with R are shown in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13

respectiveìy. They both show an increase up to l% prestra'in followed

by a decrease at l0 to 15% cold work.

4.2 PRIOR DEFORI.IATION BY TENSION PULLING

The J-resistance curves obtained for the material prestrained

by tension pul I ing are shown in Fig. 4.I4 to Fig. 4.13. These

J-resistance curves are in general similar to the J-resistance curves

of the material prestrained by cold rol'ling. The bìunting'ljnes are

almost identical to those of cold rol'led specimens because the flow

stress were the same in both cases. The crack advance'lines obtained

for the materjal prestrained by tensíon pulling show a slightly lower

slope at L%,2% and 5% prestrain with respect to cold rolled materials,

whilst it does not change significantly at higher prestrains (10 to

ßf") for both modes of prestraíni ng. In generaì , the sì ope of the

crack advance line decreases as the extent of prestraining is increased.

The specimen size requirement for a va'lid JIC test (Equation

2.32) as well as the J-controlled crack growth condition (Equation

2.27) were fulfilled for all the tensile prestrained specimens. Thus

the JIC values determined are valid va'lues of the toughness of the

material.

The variation of the J¡C values with the percentage of cold
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work for the material prestrained by tension pulling is shown in Fig.

4,L9. As for the material prestrained by cold rollÍng, the J¡g increases

sharply from 0'Á prestrain with JIc = 40 I* to a maximum of lB0 KJ/n,
¡11

at 2% prestrain. Then, the Jtc values decrease markedly for higher

prestrain and level off at 30 KJ/mz for 10 to 15% prestrain. Therefore,

it can be concluded that smal'l prestraining produced either by tension

puììing or by cold roìling has contributed to a very significant

improvement in the fractaure toughness of this material.

4.3 EFFICT OF THE MODE OF PRTSTRAINING ON THE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS:

COLD ROLLING VERSUS TENSION PULLING

The variation in the JIC values with the percentage of cold

working for the two modes of prior deformation is shown fn Fig. 4.20.

This curve shows the same trend for both modes of prior deformation.

Both curves show their maximum values of Jtc at z% prestrain; then

the JIC decreases markedìy for higher values of prestrain and levels

off for a prior deformation greater than 10%. There are, however,

some differences between the two curves as shown. Name'ly the maximum

value of JIC at 2% is slightìy higher for the material prestrained

in tension. Also the value of the fracture toughness at L% prestrain

is much lower for the material prestrained in tensÍon, whereas at 5%,

the toughness of the material prestrained by tensÍon pul'ling is higher

than that prestrained by cold roì I ing. Comparative val ues for the

changes in the fracture toughness for the two types of prior deformation

are given in Table 4.1. The more sígnificant change is at l% prestrain

where a decrease of 34'Á u,as obtained for the material prestraíned by
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Table ¿l.l comparative values of the changes in the fracture toughnessfor the two modes of prior straining

Pri or stra i ni ng
(%)

JIC (cold rolling)
KJ/n2

JIC (tension- pu'll ing) change in J¡¡
KJ/nz (%)

0 40 40

I L?2 80 34

2 160 l8s 16

5 110 135 22

10 34 32 6

15 32 29 9
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tension pul I ing' compared with the material prestraíned by cold ro]'ling.

At 5% prestrain, there is a 221" increase in JIC for the materjal

prestrained by cold rolling.

The strain distributÍon (as determined by micro-hardness

neasurements) through the thickness of specimens prestrained by tension

pullíng and by cold rolling are shown in Fig. 4.2r. Generaìly,

prestrained specimens show a higher hardness than that Ín the annealed

condition. specimens prestrained in tension (tension puìlíng) show

a uniform distribution of the strain, whereas fpr those prestrained

by cold rolìing, there is a strain gradient. The surface layers (up

to about 4 rrn) are more deformed than those in the inside of the

specimens. This strain gradient is, however, less pronounced for the

material wÍth 5% prestrain. Also, more deformed layers occur in the

specímens which are prestrained to z% by cold roìling. The amount

of strain beyond these surface layers seems to be the same for the

two modes of prestraining in the specÍmen with z% prestraÍn. In the

specimen with 5% prestrain, however, the amounts of strain produced

by tension pulling are slightìy smaller than those produced by cold

rol ì i ng.

4.4 DETERMINATION OF J.INTEGRAT FROM STRETCH ZONE I.IIDTH MEASUREMENTS

The stretch zone wídth, whích is indicatÍve of the extent

of the plastíc blunting at the crack tip prior to crack initiation,
can be used to determine J¡g, as discussed in a previous section (3.4.1).

The scanning electron micrographs showing the stretch zones of the

different specimens observed are given in Figs. 4.zz to Fig. 4.21.

rl

i
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Fig. 4.22 Scanning electron micrograph of the stretch zone
in the annealed specimen (0% prestraìn)
tiltjng angìe: À = 45o, I'lagnification: G = 400
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Fig. 4.24 Scanning electron micrograph of the stretch
zone in the specimen with 2% prestlain.
Tilting ang'le: 

^ 
= 22o, l4agnification: G = 440
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Fig. 4.25 Scanning electron micrograph of the stretch
zone in the specimen with 5% prestrain.
Tilting angle: À = 45o, Magnification: G = 400
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In these micrographs, the stretch zones are well defined as they are

characterized by a particuìarìy hilìy relief and eìongated dìmpìes.

The average ìength ã of the stretch zones are measured on the micrographs

and the critical stretch zone width Hszc and the critical value of

the J-integral, JIC, are ca'lculated using Equations 3.3 and 3.6.

The variation in the stretch zone width Wszc and JtC values

obtained from the stretch zone width measurements, are shown in Fig.

4.28 and Fig. 4,29, respectively. These figures show the increases

in 1,152ç and JIC up to the maximum values which occur at 2% prior stra'in.

Then Hszc and JIC decrease marked'ly for higher percentages of col d

work. Fina'l'ly they Jevel off for 10 to 15% prestrain.

Figure 4.30 shows a comparative variation between Ââcr, the

maximum crack advance due to the bì unt'ing process as measured from

the J-resi stance curve , and the stretch zone wi dth Wszc wi th the

percentage of col d work. Aì though the varj ati on i n aâcr i s qui te

simjlar to that of Hszc, the la.'" curve is higher than that of Hszc.

Also, the JtC curve obtained from the stretch zone wjdth shows exactly

the same vari ation as the JIC obtained from the J-resi stance curves

(Fig. 4.7).

4.5 DISLOCATIONS STRUCTURE AND DISTRIBUTION

The microstructure of the specimens in the annea'led cond'ition

(OZ prestraìn) is shown in Fig. 4.31.a, b. The micrographs shown are

obtained from two different thin foils prepared from a bu]k specimen

in the annealed condition. Both micrographs which pertain to ferrjte

grains, show that there are onìy very few dislocations in the specimens
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wjth 0% prestrain. The presence of precipitates on dis'locations (Fig.

4.31.b) suggests that dislocation locking by these precepitates is

possibìe' and this, aìong with the very few dislocations observed in

the ferrite grain, would lead to a real shortage of mobile djslocations

in this materiaì.

Figure 4.32 shows the microstructure of the materjal with

t% prior strain. 0n this micrograph there are a ìarger number of

dislocations as compared to the annealed material. These are fresh

smal'l djslocation ìoops introduced by the prior deformation. They

are uniformly distributed throughout the grain.

Figures 4.33.a, b show the microstructure of the materials

wìth 2% prestrain. Fig. 4.33.a, whjch pertains to the material

prestrained by cold rolling, was taken 8 mm from the outer surface

and Fig.4.34.b pertaìns to the material prestrained by tension pu'lìing.

Both micrographs have similar dislocation structure wh'ich consists

of elongated dislocation ìoops. The effect of strain gradient on the

djslocations structure js shown in Fig. 4.34.a, b. Figure 4.34.a

pertains to the dis'locatjon structure obtained at 2 mm from the surface.

0n this micrograph the dislocations show more tendency to tangle

(incipient cell structure), than the structure at 4 mm (Fig. 4.34.b)

which is quite similar to that of Fig.4.33.a, b, where individual

d'islocations are seen in the form of elongated loops.

In Fig. 4.35.a, b, is shown the dis'location structure for

the material with 5% prestrain. Figure 4.35.a pertains to the material

prestrained by tensíon puìling and Fig. 4.35.b pertains to the cold

rolled material. One can easily notice the difference in the cell
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Magnificatíon G = 30,000

Transmission electron micrograph of the low aìloy
steel (AISI 4340) with 1% prestrain

Fi9.4.32
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a) I r¡n from surface. Magnificatjon G = 36,000

0

b) Magnification G = 37,000

Dislocation structure of the low alloy steel (AISI
4340) with 2% prestrain; a) cold roiled, b)
pulìed in tension

Fig. 4.33
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a) 2 mm from surface. Magnificatìon G = 32,500

b) 4 mm from surface; Magnification G = 32,500

F'ig. 4.34 Effect of the strain gradient on the dislocatjon
structure: a) 2 mm from surface' b) 4 mm

from surface
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a) Magnìfjcation: G 36 ,000
a''

.t'fÌ

b) llagnification: G = 36'000

Fig. 4.35 Dislocation structure of the low al'loy steel (AISI
4340) with 5% prestra'in; a) pulled in tension,
b) cold rol led
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Fig. 4.35.¿, we have only an incÍpient celì
4.35.b we have a much better developed ce.ll

Figures c.ro ano dpz show typical structures of a moderately
cold worked steel (10 to l5%), with a generalized dense ceìl structure.
Figure 4.36 pertains to the materiar with ro% prestrain and Fig. 4.37

pertains to the material with Ls% prestrain. Figure 4.37 shows

deve'lopment of dense cell waJls with the cell interior relativeìy free
of díslocations.
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Magnifícation: G 36,000

Fig. 4.36 DÍslocation structure of the
4340) with 10% prestrain

low alloy steel (AISI
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Magnification G 36 ,000

Fig. 4.37 Dislocation structure of the
4340) with 15% prestrain

low a'lìoy steel (AISI



CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

5. I INTERPRETATION OF IXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1.1 Variation of the Fracture Tou ghness with Prior De formati on

The descríbed results (Figs. 4.7, 4.19, 4.20, 4.2g ) show

a marked increase in the measured va'lues of JIC with increasing prior
co'ld work from 0% to 2%, fol'lowed by a decrease in JIC fron Z% prestraìn

to 15%. This increase in Jic þ,as found to be four foìd as the prior
deformation changes from 0 to zT,, If Jlc is taken as an indicator

of the toughness of this materÍaì, then the apparent toughnessexpressed

by the "plastic" stress intensity factor KplC, which is obtained from

the equation:

EJ, ^ ,2

Kprc = {fr2¡) (s.r¡

seems to have doubled as the prestrain is increased from 0 to 2%, then

decreases to about its origina'l value (at 0% prestrain) for 10 to LS%

prior deformation. Such an increase in toughness has been previously

observed by Formby and Gríffiths (77), as weìl as Chelì and vitek (28)

in the process of inducÍng prÍor therma'l stresses in boiler steel p'late.

Also, Blind and l,lartin ( 54) have reported a similar increase in fracture

toughness (as expressed by J-Íntegral) with increasing dispersoid volume

content in aluminum al'loys, which produces a better homogenization

of slÍp distributÍon at the crack tip.
The increase in fracture toughness in the present study can

be attributed to two related factors. Firstly, there are significant
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changes in the microstructure of the material in terms of dislocation

confjguration, distribution and dens'ity. The microstructural study

c'lear'ly shows that there is a real shortage of mobi le dislocations

sources in the material with 0% prestrain where the few dislocations

available seem to be heavi'ly 'locked by precip'itates (Fjg. 4.31.b).

Sìight prior strainings I to 2% have markedly increased the mobjle

djslocation density by producing fresh dislocatjons or by unpinning

those which were locked (Fig. 4.32 to 4.33). Most of these djslocations

are therefore assumed to be mobile. Secondly, the method of measurement

of JtC from the J-resistance curves seems to take into account the

change in the microstructure due to the prestraining. It is thus

necessary to analyse the effect of prìor strainìng on the J-resistance

curves, namely on the blunting line and the crack advance line, the

'intersection of which defines JJç for the material.

As shown in Fig. 4.8, the slope of the bluntìng line as defÍned

bl ?or, where o, is the flow stress, increases slightly for prestrains

rang'ing from 1 to 2%, then increases markedly for higher prestrains.

Thus, if the position of the crack advance line uras constant for all

prestrains, onìy sìight changes in JtC should occur at small prestrains

and a continuous decrease in JtC at higher prior deformat'ion would

have resulted. However, a marked shift in position of the crack advance

l'ine (as shown by the variation of 6.," and Âa.¡^ in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11)

as well as a change in its slope (Fig. 4.12) do occur, which results

i n the observed i ncrea se i n the fracture toughness as the pri or

deformation is varied from 0 to ?%.

The shift in position of, the crack advance line is the ma'in
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contributing factor to the observed increase in the fracture toughness.
The contribution of ôcr to the position of the crack advance line is
closely related to the measurement point of Ji, at the first crack
extension from the blunted crack tip, as detected by the change in
the compliance on the road-dispracement record given in Appendix A.1
(Figs. A.l'.1, A.r.z). This ìeads one to suppose that the crack tip
stored erastic energy avairabre for crack extension is entire.ry
dissipated ínto pìastic deformation and plastfc bìunting of the crack
tip' The dissipation of the crack tip stored elastic energy depends

on the capacity of the materia'l to absorb thís energy through
dislocation operation (dislocations moving and muìtipìe cross-qì ide
mu'ltipìication). Therefore, the avairabiìity of a rarge number of
mobile dislocations in the materiar with zo/" prestraín (FÍg. 4.33.a,b)
will seriously hinder any crack growth untilr ôs â result of the intense
deformation, fracture occurs by voids nuc'leation and coalescence ahead

of the crac k ti p. t'lhi 'l st, i n materi al presenti ng a shortage of mobi t e

dislocations, like the material in the annealed conditÍons (0% prestrain)
where the few dislocations availab'le are locked by precipitates (Fig.

4.31.b), dislocation motion and multipìicatÍon is difficult and onìy
límited plastic deformation can be produced before crack initiation.
The marked increase in fracture toughness can be expìained by the above

argument. The ìarge amount of mobile dislocations created by

prestraining up to 2"Á produces a greater ability of the material to

dissípate a larger amount of the elastic energy produced at the crack

tip in the blunting part of the fracture process.

Once the crack becomes brunted by prastic deformation, the
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crack tip stress concentration is completely relieved so that the appìied

stress has to be sufficiently increased for the crack to grow and the

toughness of the material is thus significantly increased. At higher

prestrains (greater than 5%), the number of mobile dis'locations

responsible for pìastic blunting of the crack tip decreases because

of dislocation interactions (tangles and cells structure in Figs.

4.35,4.36 and 4.37) and there is a reduction in the toughness of the

materia'l .

5.1.2 Verification of the Hvoothesis of Crack Ti p B] unti nq

The stretch zone width, which is a measure of the extent

of plast'ic blunting occurring at the crack tip prior to crack initiat'ion

can provide a good verification of the hypothesis that the observed

increase in the fracture toughness is indeed due to an excessÍve blunting

at the crac k ti p. The vari ati on of the stretch zone wi dth, I'lszc wi th

the prior deformation in Fig. 4,28 presents a striking simílarity as

JIC obtained from the J-resistance curves (Fig. 4.7), with a maximum

in the stretch zone occurring at 2% prestrain. Also, the JIC values

obtained from the measured stretched zone using a geometrical correlation

between the stretch zone width and JIC shows exactly the same trend

with the prior deformations as those in Fig. 4.7, This generaì agreement

between the results obtained using the J-resistance curve method and

those obtaíned from stretch zone wÍdth measurements thus confirms the

hypothesis that the observed increase in the fracture toughness is

indeed due to an excessive blunting at the crack tip prior to crack

initiation.
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However, as shown in Fig.4.30, the measured values of the

stretch zone width Wsz. are sìightty ìower than theaa.¡ values obtained

by the intersection of the

and the crack advance ìine

theoretical blunting line ( ¿acr = J/Za7)

These results agree with those of Berger

et a'l (ss) wtro found that the b'runting ìine defined by J = 2T na always

overestimates the real crack advance during the bìunting process. This

discrepancy between the actual crack advance in the blunting part of
the fracture process and the theoretical crack advance as gìven by

^a= 
J/2cç, also reported by Kobayashi et al (56-60) questions the use

of the flow stress to describe a complex process such as the bluntìng

of the crack tip. The bìunting of the crack tip is a compìex process

i nvo'l v'ing di sl ocati on dynami cs at the crack t j p and cannot be assessed

onìy by data obtained from a simpìe tension test. 0f course, the

critjcism of the use of the flow stress to characterise the bìunting

part of the J-resistance curve does not invalidate the whole J-res.istance

curve as a fracture toughness determination method since the method

can take ínto account the changes in the microstructure at the level

of dis'locations as shown in the present work as well as in the study

of Bljnd and Martin (54).

The blunting at the crack tip in the present work as well

as that of Blind and Martin (54) is reflected rather in
the position of the crack advance (as determined by ôcr) since it js

the shift in the position of the crack advance I ine which leads to
the observed increase in the fracture toughness and not the s'l ight

increase in the flow stress obtained as the prestrain is increased

from 0 to 2%, which would have led any way to a decrease in Jlc values

if the position of the crack adúance I ine had remained unchanged as
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the prestrains are increased from 0 to z%. The so-caìled blunting

line does not really bear the physicar meaning it is assigned in the

model of fracture process (Fig. 2.4) upon which is based the

J-resistance curve method. Moreover, the theoretìcal blunting I jne

(¿a = J/2 o¿,1 ùúas originally derived from a macroscopic anaìysis ofr
an elastic-pìastic deformation at the crack tip (Dugda'le model (Equation

2.8)) and thus cannot account for the actual stip micro-mechanjsms

involved in the blunting process.

The value of JtC deduced from the stretch zone measurements

are in general l0-?0% hígher than those obtained by the J-resistance

curve method, especia'lly at higher prestrains (10 and 15%). Th.is may

be due to the use of a constant value for m, namely m = 2 in Equation

3.5. This assumption (m = 2) was previousìy justified by finite e'lement

ca'lculations (75, 76 ). However, values of m in the present work $rere

found to decrease with increasing prior deformation, as shown in Fig.

5.1. Such decreases Ín m with increasing prior deformation have also

been reported by Chipperfield (D). The observed decrease in m with

increasing prior deformatíon can be attributed to the low work-hardening

capacity of the materÍal as the amount of prior deformation is increased.

Despite these emors introduced by the possible variation in m, the

stretch zone approach is shown to be a suitable back-up technique for

verification of the J-resistance curve method. The stretch zone approach

is found to be a useful way to assess the extent of blunting the crack

has undergone before crack initiation.
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5. 1.3 Infl uence of the Type of Prestrain

The first motivation for using an alternative mode of

prestraining (tension pu'lìing) along with cold rolling was to determine

to what extent the observed increase in toughness might depend upon

the type of prestrain used. Since the very fírst results were obtained

with specimens which had been prestrained by cold rolling, it was thought

that prestrai ni ng by col d ro] 'l i ng may i ntroduce a non-uni form

state of strain in the materia'1, where the layers close to the surface

will be more deformed hence more hardened than those in the inside.

These surface residua'l stresses wou'ld thus have a significant effect

on the observed increase in toughness. It is very interesting to examine

the influence of both modes of prestraining on increasing the fracture

toughness, since prior deformation by cold ro'l'ling and tension pu'l1ing

encompass the two major possible means of cold working.

The similarity in the variation of the fracture toughness

wiht prior strain for the two modes of deformation (Fig. 4.n) suggests

that the underlying mechanisms invo'lved in the change of the fracture

toughness are the same in both cases. This also infers that the type

of resídual stresses left by either of the two modes of prestraining

has little effect on the increase of the fracture toughness of the

materia'l .

Since the plastic flow process is the same in both types

of prior deformation, the resulting yielding phenomenon shou'ld not

change significantly whether the material is prestrained in tension

or ín compression. Therefore, the mechanisms of product'ion of mobile

dislocations contributíng to the improvement of the fracture toughness
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must be the same for both types of prior deformation. The differences

between the two curves in Fig. 4.â, summarized in Tab'le 4.1 can be

attributed to the non-uniform distributíon of strain as shown in Fig.

4.21 and more importantly to the inhomogeneous nature of plastic yìe1d.ing

(80), especially in materials exhibiting a yieìd point phenomenon (gl).

Yield drop mechanisms are interpreted (B?-84) in terms of

the initia'l shortage and rapid multiplication of mobi'le dislocations.

At the upper yield point sì ip usuaì ly starts at several stress

concentrations within localized sìip bands (85), which, whi'le keeping

a constant mobile dislocation dens'ity of the order of 107 disl/cm2

(82) grovr and propagate at a constant stress aìong the who'le ìength

of the specimen produc'ing the yieìd-point elongation (Luder's strains).

It i s wel I accepted (8 6, 87) that when the Luder's bands propagate

from a yielded zone to an unyieìded zone of the specimen, they increase

the mobile dislocation density, so the Luder's strain must be indicative

of the area swept by the Luder's bands and thus, of the amount of mobjle

dislocations produced by the prior straining.

Measurements of Luder's strains (Fig. 5.2) show that the

material Ín the annea'led condition presents a larger Luder's strain

compared to the specimens prestrained 1% in tension and in compression,

whereas in Fig. 5.3 which pertains to the specimens prestrained 2%

in tension and. by cold roìling, there is no Luder's strain observed.

These observations lead to the supposition that during the 2f"

prestraining either in tension or in compression, the maximum amount

of mobile dislocations is produced so that strain-hardening starts

readily without necessitating further dislocation generation, whereas
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for the l% prestrained specimens, only parts of the total number of

mobile dislocations Yrere produced and there is more room for production

of further mobile dislocations. This wou'ld expìain the variation of

the fracture toughness with prestraining where a maximum fracture

toughness is observed at a value of prior deformatjon producing the

maximum amount of mobi'le dislocations, provided that these mobile

dislocations contribute to an excessive bìunting of the crack tjp as

determined by stretch zone measurements on prestrained fractured

specimens.

The differences observed Ín Fig.4.n between the tension

and the compression curves at Lf" prestrain cou'ld be expìained by the

above mentioned arguments. The specimen puì'led in tension at l%

prestrain has a lower value of JtC corresponding surprisingìy to a

larger Luder's strain (1.1%) compared to the specimen predeformed by

cold ro'l'ling which shows a smal'ler Luder's strain (.5%). The reason

that the cold rolìed specimen is more prestrained (lower Luder's strain)

may be expìained by the fact that the cold rol'ling process yras performed

in several passes as opposed to simply puì'ling the material in tension.

The same argument would hold for the specímen prestrained to 5% where

the hardness of the material prestrained in tension is sl ight'ly smaì'ler

than that prestrained by cold rolling. lloreover, the difference observed

in the microstructure of the materia'l prestrained to 5% by both modes

of prestrainÍng where the material prestrained by tension puìling shows

only an incipient cell structure (Fig. 4.35.a) whereas the cold ro'lled

material shows a weìl developed cell structure, supports the above

argument. It can be considered that prior deformation in tension for
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small strains (l% or less) on the large pieces of material used was

just sufficient to nucleate the Luder's bands and did not propagate

them significantly.

t is thus shown that both tension and compression prestraining

tea{ to an increase in toughness in this aì ìoy. Depending on the

mechanisms of Luder's bands formation, the amount of increase in
toughness can still be attributed to the availability of mobile

dislocations sources at the crack tip regions.

5.2 VARIATION OF THE I4OBILE DISLOCATIONS DENSITY I.IITH PRIOR DEFORMATION

The experímenta'l results have cìearly shown the important

contribution of the mobile dis'locations to the observed increase in

the fracture toughness. It is therefore very important to obtain a

quantitative estimate of the mobile dislocation density at the different

prestrains considered. l,lhile dis'location density measurements from

thin foi'ls look very attractive, such measurements could hardly yield

a right figure on mobile dislocation sources, since this method gives

the total dislocation density which includes both mobile and immobile

dislocations and it is very difficult to decide what fraction of the

total dislocation density remain mobi'le. A rough estimate of the

mobile dislocation density used to be made by assuming that the mobile

dis'locations density is a fixed fraction f, say f ¡' L0% (82,83) of

the tota'l dislocations produced by straining. This fraction f cannot

remain unchanged as the strain is increased, but must vary with strains.

Gilman (80) has assumed that the mobile dislocation density
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N, is given by:

Nm (.p) = f (.p).N¡(ep) (5.2)

where f(ep), the fraction of mobile dislocations is a function of the

plastic straÌn, and Nt(r p) the total dislocatíons densìty is also

a function of the plastic strain. Assuming that incremental decreases

in f wi'll be proportional to incremental increases in N1 and that only

the mobiìe part of an incremental change in N¡ will participate in
further changing f, it can be written:

df = -fdNt (5.3)

where the negative sign accounts for an expected decrease in f as the

total dislocation density increases. Consideríng a 'linear dependence

of N¡ upon €p i.e.

Nt=No+MeO ,U.0,

0r

dNt = Md ep (S.S)

where No i s the ini tial di sl ocation densi ty, M, a di sl ocatíon

multiplicatíon coefficient, Equation 5.3 can be written:

(s.6)df = - 06f d eO

where oOis a factor taking into account attrition (due to disJocatíon

interations) and dislocatíon muìtiplication. Integration of Equation

5.6 yie'lds:

f =.-odtp (5.7)

Substituting of Equations 5.7 and 5.4 into Equation 5.2 gives:
-0

d
tp

N
m

('p ) (No +Meo) e (5.8)

where 14, the dislocation multiplícation coefficient is of the order

of toll/r Z for iron (88, 89).
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The only unknown in Equation 5.8 is 0d, the factor taking

into account dislocation attritíon and multipìication. This can be

determined from our experimental resuìts (Fig. 5.?l where the maxjmum

Luder's strain for the annealed material is about Z%, straÍn at which

strain hardening starts. This strain can thus be considered as the

strain at whích the maximum dislocations density is produced. Thjs

can be otherwise expressed by differentiating Equation 5.8 and sett'ing

the derivative equa'l to zero at ep = .02, i.e.

dN
mq d

tp -ô
d

c
p

Me 0e ( N +Me ) 0 (5.e)
o p

or

M -o¿ (No 1 M ep) = 0 (5. 10 )

which leads to

M (s.'il )0
d N + M e

o p

Initja'f dis'locations density No in well annea'led meta'l is ,0"'rr^'
so, with M 1011/cm2 and .p = ,02, Equation 5.11 gives Ôd- 49.75

" 50. Substituting for Ne and 06, Equation 5.11 becomes:

Nnl (ep) = (107t1 + 1911e0) e-50 'p (5.12)

A graphical representation of this function (Equation 5.12)

for strains up to 15% is shown in Fig. 5.4, and has surpisingìy a simjJar

variation as J¡C (Fig.4.20). This is the same variation reported

by Gilman for the mobile dislocation density as a function of strains.

This strÍking similarity in the variation of the fracture toughness

with the mobile dislocations density again emphasizes the important

contribution of the mobile dÍslocations to the fracture toughness and
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justi fi es our preoccupati on to base fracture mechani cs ana I yses on

dislocation theory

All these experimentaì resu'lts (fracture test results on

the cold rolìed and tension pullecl materiaìs, the microstructural studies
and the stretch zone width measurements) have convincingly shown that
the observed i ncrease i n the fracture toughness i s i ndeed due to
disJocation mechanisms (avaiìability of mobiìe dis'locations in the

crack tip region and interaction of these dislocations with the crack

ti p ) produci ng an excessi ve bl unti ng at the crack ti p. In the next

chapter, a dislocation model describing individual dislocation behavior

at the crack tip will be developed ín order to explain the excessive

b]unting. which occurred in the srightìy predeformed low al'loy steel.



CHAPTER 6

DISLOCATIOT{ IIODEL FOR CRACX TIP BLUÌITIIIG IlI SLIGHTLY

PREDEFORIIED tOT ALLOY STEEL

The important contribution of the mobi le dislocations in

the increase of the fracture toughness, particuìarly on the blunting

of the crack tip as determined by the stretch zone width measurements,

is now convincingly established. The fundamental pnobìem wh'ich remajns

unsolved is how a sharp crack becomes blunted by pìastic deformation

through indi vidual di screte di sl ocation behavior. Intui ti vely, the

continuum mechanics approach is inadequate to handle this prob'lem since

it cannot account for a discrete dislocation behavior in the material

and only a djslocation approach can be used to treat this problem

sati sf actorí ly. lle wi'l I therefore focus thi s crack ti p b'lunti ng model

on dislocation mechanisms.

6.1 THE MODEL

This model of crack típ bìunting is based on plastic yieìding

on inc'l ined st ip pìanes under plane strain conditions at the crack

tip. Because of the significant increase in J¡ç due to 2% prestraining'

which causes a large macroscopic plastic deformation and hence blunting

to occur, it is assumed that the plastic relaxation takes place across

all the crack front by a process of operation of the mobile dislocations

sources in the crack tip region. Thís massive movement of dislocations

to the crack tip is assumed to be more significant than the microscopic

blunting due to emission of dislocations away from the crack tip. This
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assumption is reasonable owing to the comparatively high density of

mobile dislocations produced by the slight prior straining. Microscopìc

pìastic blunting by emission of disrocation from the crack tip is

conceivable (46) and couìd constitute a major b'lunting process in

material with a low mobile dislocations density. For a materia'l with

a high mobile dislocations density, the high stress at the crack tip
necessary for such heterogeneous dislocations nucleation (¿islocat.ion

emission) will be rapídìy re]axed by the operatìon of the numerous

dislocations in the crack tip region which requires much less stress

to operate. ïherefore, the amount of bì unti ng resu'l ti ng from

dislocations emission from the crack tip must be comparatively smaìì.

Since plastic yielding at the crack tip in plane strain occurs

by activation of s'lip 'lines (bands at an ang'le O (Fig. 6.1)), we postulate

that the blunting is produced by expansions of dislocations (in these

slip lines) which, as they expand, are pushed into the crack tip and

blunt the crack. This is analogous to I'leertman's model of dislocations

pair separation where dislocations of one sign move away from the crack

tÍp ìeaving dislocations of opposíte sign pÍled-up against the crack

tip. As an immediate consequence of thís postulate, the extent of

bl unting must depend on the number of sl ip I ínes (sl ip bands )

intercepting the crack tip and the number of dislocations which are

forced to enter into the crack tip. The total number of dislocations

(N) producing the blunting Qf the crack típ is given by:

N = m x n (6.1)

where m is the number of slip lines intercepting the crack t'ip and

n ís the number of dislocations entering the crack tip fr.om each sìip
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I i ne. Consi deri ng that the bl untí ng process i s attri buted to the

contribution of most available mobile dislocations at the crack tip

region, the COD is given as:

COD=Nxb (6.2)

where the COD is defined as the disp]acement across the crack face

when these mobile dislocations, each with a Burger's vector equa'l to

b, interacts with the crack and cause blunting to occur.

Thís model can account for the main aspects of plast'ic

deformation at the crack tip, nameìy:

i) initiation of slÍp in slip lines by operation of dislocations

on sìip planes adjacent to the crack tip. This occurs when

the resol ved shear stress acting on these inc'l ined sì i p

. pìanes reachesto, the yield stress in shear of the materia'1.

At thì s stage , pre-exi sti ng di sl ocati ons start operati ng

by emitting dislocations which piìe up at the crack tip

as the applied stress is increased.

ii) As the app'lied stress is increased further, the shear stress

on the dis'locations in the slip line is greater than ri '

we have broadening of the s'lip bands by multiple cross-glide

with increasing dislocations in the slip lines which can

cross grain boundaries ()0, 91). This is the stage of ìateral

growth of the plastic zone. The production of subsequent

slip bands will necessitate an Íncrease in the stress and

this results in work hardening. This is in agreement with

Brown (92¡ who explained the early stage of work-hardening

in terms of sìip band. formatíon. The smaller the work
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hardening rate, the easier the subsequent sl ip bands

production is and the higher the total number of s'lip bands

produced at a given stress will be. Dislocations will be

expanded in the newìy activated s'lip lines producing more

and more disìocation piles-up at the crack tip, which as

they are forced into the crack tip by increasing stress,

bl unt the crack. Thi s I ateral deformation wi I I increase

the extent of the crack tip b'lunting.

Finally, as a result of the extensive slip process, strains

build up at particles, inclusíons or the interface of two

phases to the fracture strain tf and l{e have ini t'iation

of voids in the plastic zone. The coalescence of these

voids at the roots of the crack leads to a crack initiat'ion

r,rhich corresponds to J¡ç.

6.2 THE DRIVING FORCES OF THE BLUNTING PROCESS

In the process of crack tip blunting, it is assumed that

a'll the elastÍc energy (from the elastic stress field of the crack)

stored in regions adjacent to the crack tip can be converted into pìastjc

work provided that the stress in these regÍons is greater than the

macroscopic yield stress oy. At the point of onset of crack growth'

ductile mechanisms resulting in void nucìeatÍon and coalescence become

operational as stable crack growth takes place.

The driving forces of the bluntíng process are therefore:

i) the shear stress ogr developed on the inclined s'lip planes

as a result of the applied tensile stress. This shear stress

I
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is

a
QT

given by EquatÍ

sino cos o/2
2 (Znr) 1/z

on 2.29, i.e.:

KI (6.3)

tt7

and

where p and r are defined in Fig. 6.1. This shear stress will tend

to expand the dislocations loops in the activated slip line and overcome

the frÍction stress ri which opposes dislocations motion. The force

acting on each dislocation owing to thÍs stress field is given by (a5):

Ey b
p 1/2 sin 0 cos (o/Z) cos,l, (6.4)P = o^.- . þ = (o 9f 4 ¡(l -rZ) e

where K¡ in the above equation has been substituted for

Gc for 2"y pi Gc being the critical strain energy re'lease

b it the plastic work, t = rlb, rl., is defined in Fig. 6.1.

= 1,03 vs and vr= 
-Þ, 

Equation 6.4 becomes:

1/z
and

Ta ki ng vO

= 5E b s i n0 cos (0/2 ) cosrþ

(n (t- ,')E ï/2

)

r$$r
rate,

i i ) the image force F.¡ whi ch

out of the crystal towards

surface at the crack tip.
' (a5):

- Eb(t-v sin2ü)r ¡ = -5;6;r¡-

(6.5)

tends to attract the dislocation

its image, thus towards the free

This image force is given by

Fo

(6.6)

A generaì analysis of the concept of image force has been consjdered

by Head (9 3). He showed that a dislocation in a medium of shear modu'lus

11 and near the boundary of a medium with a shear modulus U2 experiences
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a force from its image which tends to pulì it through the boundary

if tt1 I ltl and repels it back lf tt1 ¡ [1. In our case (for AISI 4340

Steell VZ = 0 (aÍr) and [1 is the shear modu]us of the ferrite.
It is thus clear that for the driving forces considered above,

the force resu'l ti ng f rom the app'l i ed stress Fo and the image force

Fi are expressed in terms of E 
l/2 and E-l respectively (with E = rlb

where r is the distance from the dislocation to the crack tip). The

force resulting from the applied stress is the major driving force

for ìarger value of E. For sma'll values of t i.e. closer and closer

to the crack tip, the image force becomes important as well.

iii ) For a crack to get blunted, a dislocaiton has to emerge

at the crack tip and create a step of height b. For this

to take place, the dÍslocation must have enough energy to

create a new surface, i.e.:

l,lOi st ì Ys b (6. Z ¡

where

wd¡,¡ : S "r
wd¡rl I u,É|t (,}) for an edse dislocatíon

* 
for a screw dislocation

," (*) : ï$'

Substituting for

dislocation:
.2

ubñriÐ-

or

Eb ub
l0

Equation 6.7 becomes for an edgeY5 tñ

(6.8)
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Ln (L) ìl (6.e)ro

This condition can be easiìy satisfied since R is always taken much

larger than ro, the core radius. Thus the dislocation can emerge wjthout

too much difficulty if the surface is free from an oxide'layer. In

the case the energy required to create a new surface is larger than

the emerging dislocation energy, the blunting would require piìe-ups

of dislocations at the crack tip before the leading dislocation js

pushed into the crack tip by the force exerted on it from the other
n dislocations piled-up behind it. This force is given by:

F : nboôr (6. lo)

where n is the number of dislocations in the piìe-up.

6.3 SLIP MECHANIST4S INVOLVED IN THE BLUNTING PROCESS

The blunting must be c'loseìy related to sìip line and s'l,ip

band formation at the crack tip and to dislocation distribution and

motion within these slip bands, since it is assumed that these

deformation bands intercepting the crack tip are responsible for the

blunting of the crack tÍp.

6.3.1 Number of Activated Slip Lines

To evaluate the number of s'lip lines which are activated,

we wi I I use the concept devel oped by Kuhl mann (94 ) and Kuhl mann-l^li I sdorf

et al (95). It is considered that each elementary slip tine is caused

by one freely acting source of dislocation i.e. the dislocations jn

each slip band have originated from one source. 0n the basjs of thjs

assumption, we can write that the number of sìip lines m contributing
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to the blunting must be proportional to the number of mobile dis'locations

availabìe in grains adjacent to the crack tip i.e.:
m = cNm (6.10)

where o is a proportional factor less than unity which takes into account

dislocations which, because of their unfavorable position with respect

to the crystallographic slip system, or because of the interference

with each other in their motion, do not have a possibility of becoming

activated. In fact the interference between dislocations in producing

sìip bands or sìip lines is the most important factor affecting cr.

It has been shown by 0rowan (9Ó) that each dís'location owing to its
ob,n stress field blocks all sìip pìanes in its irnmediate neighbourhood

aga'inst the passage of other di sl ocati ons . Kuhl mann-l,li I sdorf et al

(95) have shown that the nearest distance at which two rows of

dislocations can pass each other is given by:

d ub
o = ãï-ffir (6'ìl)

where r i s the resol ved shear stress on the s'l i p p'l ane resu'l tÍ ng f rom

the external applied stress, U is the shear modulus, and v Poisson's

ratío. In other words, around each row of dislocations released from

one source, there is a corridor of width do (where do is given by

EquatÍon 6.11 within which no new source can start to operate).

Kuhlmann-},litsdorf et al (gS) a'lso showed for aluminum that if the number

of possible sources is high, we should expect an average spacing between

the elementary sìip lines of about 1.5 times this limiting distance,

whereas if the number of possibìe sources are small, the number of

the elementary lines should be gov.erned by the sources number and their
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average spacing shouìd be apprecíably larger than 1.5 do.

The number of activated sl ip I ines must obviously depend

on the applied shear stress. A ìinear relationship between the number

of slip bands activated and the appìied shear stress has been obtained

= l, where

wou'ld ho'ld

by Yamaguchi (SZ¡ for aluminum at room temperature (m ('r)

k is a constant). I'le assume that the same relationshíp

for iron. Equation 6.10 thus becomes:

m(t) =Ttrt (6. t 2)

The constant k is directìy related to the work hardening rate of the

material (9 4 .

6.3.2 Number and Distribution of Dislocations in Individua'l Sli D Li nes.

The number of dislocations n which can pile-up in a s1 ip

band is given by:

z¡(l-v)ttn = ---[5- (6. t 3)

where L is the length of the sìip band, r ís the resolved shear stress ,

and v is Poísson's ratÍo. There is a limit to the number of dislocations

in an individual stip band. As shown by tlott (98) in his theory of

work hardening, the source witt stop generating dislocations as soon

as the back stress exerted by the dislocations in the pile-up tell
on the source is equal or .greater than the stress required to operate

the sources (þ .i...

(6. I l{)!¡
T

2¡-n
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where t is a Frank-Read source length.

A reasonable estimate on n can be made by taking L, the length

of the slip band equaì to the ferrite grain size, aìthough slip l.ines

at the crack tip could cross grain boundary, produc.ing large

macroscopíc plastic zone given by:

For our material, 6l = 20U and thus | =

Frank-Read source length c can be determined

to operate a Frank-Read source i.e.
n - ilb

(6. t 5)

20 u is very likely. The

from the stress required

R =.r5,þt
v

P

(6. t 6)

where r can be approximated from Peir]s stress measurement in iron

(99,100) which givesl= 3.5 kg/nn? = 4.41 x l0?p. Equation 6.16

thus gives t = 5.64 x 10-7 m and with L = 20u as assumed above, Equation

6.14 gives n=22?. These dislocations will blunt the crack as they

are forced into the crack tip from each sìip line, by the increasing

applied stress.

6.3.3 Cross-Sl ip and Multi ple Cross-Gl ide

In cubic metals, particularly in b.c.c. materials, cross-slip

and multiple cross-glide occurs readily and this would explain the

wavy character of the slip lines (bands) usually observed on the surface

of deformed materials. Cross-slip and multiple cross-glide can produce

a rapid multiplication of slip lines (bands) because each moving screw

dislocation, by changing its glide plane, constitutes a single-ended

Frank-Read source which, oD its'new slip plane, will emit rows of
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dislocations and form new slip lines, provided these new slip lines

are wi thi n the corri dor defi ned by Equati on 6. I I . The poss'i bi I i ty

of these extensive slip lines multip'lication by multiple cross-glide

is implicitly accounted for in our model through the work hardening

constant k, in Equation 6.12.

6,4 CORRILATION BETWEEN J.INTEGRAL AND DISLOCATION MECHANISMS

As di scussed i n a prev'ious sect'ion , under pì ane stra'in

condition, the fracture toughness (J-integral) is related to the crack

opening displacement (COD) by:

J = 2oç (C0D) (6.17)

where o¡ is the f'low stress (the average of the .2'/" yield stress and the

ul timate tensi I e stress ) .

In Equation 6.!2, the resolved applied shear stress 'r is

equal to oôr, as given in Equation 6.3. Thus, Equation 6.12 can be

written as:

(6. I 8)

Substituting Equations 6.18, 6.1, into 6.2, we obtain:

(6. I e)

r=1N ok m 0r

COD = ro
0

nbN
m

0
F

Substituting Equation 6.19 into Equat'ion 6.17, we obtain:

J = 2or.l or,. Nr nb (6'20)

This equation shows that the fracture toughness is direct'ly proport'ional

to the number of mobi le di slocations sources, to the number of

dislocations in each slip line and to the reso'lved app'lied shear stress.

The critical value of the J-integrat (JtC) is determined at the resolved
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applied shear stress (or.)i correspondíng to crack inÍtiation.
As shown before, for ! = ZO [m, EquatÍon 6.14 glves n = ZZz

if we consider an average length of Frank-Read source n, of the order
of 5'64 x 10-7 m ' Nm, the number of dislocations sourcesr côrì be

determined by assumÍng that only the dislocations in the adjacent ferrite
graÍns contribute to the blunting process since they are the first
to experience the stress field of the crack !ip. If a grain of size
d * 20 [m is considered, each grain of the materia] with Z% prestrain
(¿islocation density of tO9/cn? (g0)) would have 64 dislocations whereas

each grain of the materÌal in the annealed condition (dislocatíon density
of about rc6/cn?l would. have only z dislocations. From the above

estimates of dislocations per grain, we can take a ôS equal to I for
the material in the annealed conditÍon since there are only Z mobile

dislocations per grain and a " .l to .5 (abouta = .Zl for the material
with 2r' prestrain. The other unknowns in Equation 6.20 are k and opr.
k is directly related to the work-hardening capacity of the material
(92, 97 ). If we assume a I inear relationship between k and the

work-hardening rate i.e. :

r="9!=.9gdy de (6.21 )

c would be of the same order of 10-3 from Yamaguchi's measurements

for a work hardening of about 
2f6- 

(aluminum). In the absence of any

experimental data on steel, we will take a value of c of the same order,

namely c = I.2 x 10-3. In iron polycrystals, the work hardening rate

9g is of the order of irõ 
(101). A reasonable value of %r can be

obtained by considering the state of the stresses at the crack tip.
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In strictìy plane strain loading, the stress ort can rise up to 3oy,

whereas when crack tip bìunting occurs the stress does not exceed oy,

where oy is the yield stress. Thereforê oô,^ wì'll be taken equal to

g,s for the material with 2% prestrain where an extensive crack tip

blunting occurs prior to crack initiation and orr wiìl be taken as

equal to 1.5 oys for the materia'l in the annealed condition since crack

tip blunting tras not very significant before crack initiation, where

oy, is the materia'l yield stress in shear. If it is assumed that k

does not change significantly between prior straining from 0 to 2%,

k can be taken aS a constant for both materials or l: L.2 x 10-3 U

100

Thus Equation 6.20 gives:

a) Material in the annealed condition.

JIc =

0%

2x536x10 6 x 1 x 2 x 206 x106 x 1.5 x 222 x 2.49 x10-10

2 x 553 x 106 x .2 x 64 x 206 x 106 x 222x2.49x10-10

L.2x1o-3xâ*å#S#

= 39 ¡¡7¡2

b) Materia'l wi th 2% prestrain.

JIc =

2% r.2xr0-3xâ##ls#

= 173 KJ/nZ

In the above calculations, the yield stress in shear has

been taken to be 30 ksi or 206 MPa. This value corresponds to half

of the yield stress in tension of our materia'l in the annea'led condition.

The flow stress was taken from our experimental data.

The model thus gi ves very reasonable resul ts compared to

the experímentaìty determined values of J¡C which are JtC = 40 KJ/nZ
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for the annealed materiaì and JIC = 160 KJ/nZ for the material with

2% prestrain.

6.5 PLASTIC I.IORK APPROACH

It has been shown in the above model how the p]astic

deformation produced by activation of mobile dislocations sources around

the crack contributes to the blunting of the crack tip. In this section

we will consider the amount of p'lastic work absorbed in producing plastic

deformation at the crack tip (bV multjp'lying and moving dislocatjons

on planes near the crack tip).

The amount of plastic work per unit volume produced in front

of the crack, in a time t is given by:

(:i) (6.22)

with S = pVb, where p is the mobile dislocation density and V the
dt

velocity of the mobile dislocations. Tetelman (44) fo1ìowing a method

proposed by Gilman (102) namely:

de
ãî ) dt and

.2
de

7,,
= þ tvif* dv

dt = Q (V is considered

to be constant) has obtained:

¡t
'u=.| oo,.

o

ott!.1I wi th
.2de
7zdtr

o

de
ãî dt

I"' " (:+) (6.23)

Assuming åt = N,n {l (tOf¡ where Nm is the initial density of sources
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and vg tt,. number of dislocations emitted per source of length ¿ per
9"

second (Vo being the speed at which the dislocations are emitted from

a source), the plastic work can be calculated by evaìuating the integra'l

in Equation 6.22, It was found that the pìastic work expended in front

of the crack is given by (aa):

u12
wu = oo. b v (rurt * r,rn.' f,-) rc.z\)

where t, the time necessary for the pìastic zone formation at the crack

tip, is approximately given by:

t = L (o.zs)"v
where L is the slip band 'length. Substituting for t from Equatìon

6.25 into Equation 6.24, we have:

L

V

V
L2

;í
l./ o bv (H + N

o (6.26)
ór m m 29.

or

wu = oO, b NrL [l + (þ # (6.2t)

If we substitute for ! from Equation 6.14 into Equation 6.27 we have:
9"

V

(6. zs)wu = o , b rfn # tr + fr (f)1

It can be assumed, as in Tete'lman's ana'lysis that the dislocations

are moving in the plastic zone at the same speed that they are emitted

from the sources, i.e. Ve = [. The plastic work per unit of area YO

(in a modified Griffith criteríon) is given by Yp = HuL or:
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(6. zg)run'7fi ur tr + 
ofi)

222frYp = 206 x 106 x 1013 x x 2.49 x 10-10 x s.64 x l0-7m x 20 x 10-6

EquatÍon 6.28 shows the important contribution of the availability,

in the crack tip region, of mobile dislocations sources. yp is directly

proportional to the density of mobile dislocations at the crack tip
region and to the square of the dislocations piled-up in each sìip

line. The símilarity between Equation 6.29, giving VO and Equation

6.20 for J-integral can be easily understood if we make the same anaìogy

between yp and J-integral as between yp and G (yp = þ for an elastic

fracture where G and J are equivalent. These results confirm the

interpretation of J-integral as the rate of dissÍpation of the crack

tÍp elastic energy into plastic deformation (104-106). In Equation

6.29, the only unknown is o6r. As in J-integral ca'lculation, we wil'l

suppose that oO¡ in the plastic zone is of the order of the yíeld stress

in shear i.e. o,6r = 1.5 oys for the annealed material and o0, = oys

for the material with 2% prestraín. Equation 6.28 thus gives:

a) For the material in the annealed conditÍon (Nm = ¡96¡ç¡¡2 =

1g 107¡2 )

yp = 1.5 x 206 x 106 x 1010 - # x 2.49 x 10-10 x 5.64 x 10-7m x 20 x

1õ6(L*#)

=4 J/nZ =2\,
b) For the material with 2% prestrain (Nm = 199¡ç¡n2 = 193¡¡2¡

(1 + 222
4rT'

)
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= 3800J/mZ = 1900 ys

where Ys i s the true surface energy of i ron.

The above calculations give values of vO which are considerab'ly

low particularly for the materiaì in the annealed condition w'ith Yp

= 2ys which ís of the same order of the true surface energy of a

completely brittle material. These values are far lower than the

measured and calculated values of J-integral. This ìarge discrepancy

must be due to the estimate of the time t using Equation 6,25, which

gives only the time for the emitted dislocations (from the sources)

to merely gìide across their indjvidual s'lip band. The whole blunting

process, which must involve cross-sìip and muìtiple cross-gìide as

will be discussed in a later section shou'ld require a much longer time

than that needed for the emitted dislocations to travel across the

s'lip band length L.

6. 6 EXPERII.IENTAL OBSTRVATIONS OF PLASTIC FLOl.l AT THE CRACK TI P IN

4340 STTEL

Micrographs showing the plastic f]ow at the crack tip, at

different stages of the blunting process for the annealed material,

as well as for the materials with 2% and 51( prestrain are shown in

Figs. 6.2 to 6.4. Comparison of the slip'lines pattern in Fig' 6'?

shows that in Fig. 6.2.b pertaining to the material with high densìty

of sources (2% prestrain) the slip lines are better developed and very

finely spaced compared to the material in the annealed conditjon (Fjg'

6.2.a). The value of coD in Fig. 6.2.b is much larger than that in

Fig. 6.2.a as shown, even thOugh the two materia'ls were 'loaded up to
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the same value of J. In Fig.6.3 which pertains to the material wÍth

5% prestrai,n, the plastic flow is only sl ightly better developed than

for the material with 2f" prestrain(Fig. 6.2.b); at least for the width

intercepting the crack tip, although it has been loaded to a value

of J about three times higher than that in Fig. 6.2.b. Figure 6.4

shows a very huge plastic flow corresponding to the maximum blunting

before the initiation of the crack in the material with 2% prestrain.

A very well rounded crack tip resu'lting from an extensive blunting

was obtained. The crack opening disptacement (COD) measured in Fig.

6.4 is very close to that from the stretch zone measurements.

Although these micrographs of the plastic f'low at the crack

tip were obtained from the surfaces of the specimens, which must not

be strictly in plane strain condition, the feature (shape) of the p'lastic

zone developed is characteristic of a plane strain loading, especially

in the ear'ly stage of the bìunting process (Fig.6.2.b), so the sìip

'lines patterns can be related to our model. 0f course this is only

a very qualitative verification of the model. A quantitative

verification would require an experimenta'l determination of the exact

number of slip lines activated, which seems impossibìe owing to the

fact that these slip lines become very diffuse in the material exhibiting

a maximum blunting before crack initiatÍon i.e. in the material with

2% prestrain.

6.7 DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL

The developed model relates a macroscopic fracture toughness

parameter, namely J1g, which is used in cases of elastic-plastic behavior
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at the crack tip, to the density of mobile dislocations in the vicinity

of the crack (Equation 6.20) aswe'll asto intrinsic parameters of plastic

deformation and ducti I ity. Thus a correlation between ductj I ity,

exp'lained in terms of dis'location behavior at the crack tip and fracture

toughness is established which enab'les a prediction of the frecture

toughness of materials from lnorvledge of their p'lastic deformation

behavior. It is also shown that the contro'lìing mechanisms of crack

blunting and hence increased fracture toughness are the dislocation

mechanisms at the crack tip, rather than macroscopic material properties

such as yield stress, tensile stress, or modulus of elasticity in tension

or shear.

The low values of the calcu'lated pìastic work suggest that

the p'lastic work at the crack tip is expended not only in moving and

multip'lying the existing dislocations within their indjvidual sl ip

planes in the crack tip region, but the most important contribut'ion

to the pl asti c work comes f rom the p'l astì c deformati on by mu'l ti pl e

cross-glide (cross-slip) such that each dislocation is capabìe of

creating many new slip bands in its wake when it'leaves its primary

slip plane. This multiple cross-glide is not accounted for in the

calculation of the plastic work from Equation 6.29' whereas it is

impticit]y accounted for in the J-integral calculation (Equation 6.20)

through the work hardening constant k. The p'lastic deformation by

muìtiple cross-gl ide is expected to be the main contributing factor

to the plastic work especiaì'ly for the materiaì in the annea'led condjtjon

(with a ìower density of mobile sources) as shown on the p'lastic flow

pattern at the crack tip in Fig. 6.2.a). This would expìain the 'large
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discrepancy between the calculated values of the plastic work and the

J-integral values. This conclusion is in exce'l lent agreement with

Tetelman (4 0 and Gilman (tOZ) who showed that mu'ltiple cross-gl ide

at the tip of the crack pìays a far more important role in the crack

tip ductility than Frank-Read sources multiplication.

Since the crack tip blunting model is chiefìy based on slip

band,, (slip lines) interception with the crack tiP' it would be of

interest to analyse the influence of strain-hardening on the bìunting

process si nce most sl i p processes are affected by strai n-hardeni ng .

The model accounted for work-hardening arising from the formation of

st ip bands through the work-hardening constant k in Equation 6.L2.

Also strain-hardening within individual slip lines was accounted for

through Equation 6.14. The model assumes an easy glide and does not

take into account the strain-hardening due to muìtipìe sìip (leading

to slip band interception) which has to occur especially in

polycrystallìne materials if each grain has to remain coherent with

its neighbours during the plastic deformation. But because plastic

deformation at the crack tip involves only few grains (at least at

the early stage of the blunting process), the effect of strain hardening

arising from the polycrystalline nature of the material must not be

very important. l'loreover, because of the very high stress field at

the crack tip at the onset of the macroscopic yieìding' the resolved

shear stress is far in excess of the fríction stress of the mobile

dislocatÍo;rs. A slip band (slip line) r'lill spread rapidly across a

grain boundary, as usually observed (107, 108) on the surface of deformed

po'lycrystalline materials. 0f course, some slip bands whose dislocation
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velocity is low witt get stopped at a grain boundary' or will fade

at the ferrite-pearl ite grain interface, thus reducing the extent

of the plastic blunting of the crack tip. The most significant part

of the blunting wilt come from the ferrite grains as assumed in the

model. Brown (tOg), in ana'lysing the surface effect in plastìc

deformation in metals concluded that in cubic meta'ls, the number of

dislocations escaping to the surface does not vary significant'ly, whether

a single crysta'l or a polycrystal material is considered. Thus the

bìunt.ing of the crack tip must not be significantly altered because

of the poìycrystalline nature of the material.

In i ron, the occurrence of "penci ì 9l ide" (tr¡at i s ' sì'ip

on numerous slip pìanes containing the [111] direction) has the effect

of preserving the origina'l slip band in which slip is relative'ly easy'

hindering seriousìy slip on any other intercepting slip plane (1t0)'

consequentìy, interception hardening due to djslocation forests must

be relativelY weak.

The situation is completely different in materiaìs predeformed

to higher strains (5% and more) where s'lip bands ìength must be serious'ly

reduced by the cells which are formed at those prior deformations'

Dense cell walls would constitute very strong barriers to further sìip

and thus considerably preventing numerous sl íp I ines and gì id'ing

dislocations from reaching the crack tip. This would explain the sharp

decrease in the fracture toughness observed for higher prior stra'ins

(Sf and more). For materials with low stacking fault energy' less

prone to cells formation, the reduction of the slip distance with the

prior deformation must come from the dislocations forests arising from
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muìtiple slip, (slip on many slip systems).



CHAPTER 7

FRACTURE STUDT 0F AN AUSTEI{ITIC STAITILESS STEEL (AISI 3r0)

As the observed increase in the fracture toughness was obtajned

with a low al'loy steel presenting an initia'l shortage of mobi le

dislocations (where most of the dislocations are locked by precipitates),

i t 1,,ras found necessary to extend the study to materi al s i n whi ch such

initial mobjle dis'locations shortage does not occur. An austen'itic

stainless steel AISI 310 (face centered cubic) was chosen because most

grown-in dislocations in this material are expected to be mob'ile after

a proper annea'lìng treatment. Also, because th'is material usually

exhibits a much higher work hardening rate compared to the low a'lloy

steel previousìy studied, it is expected that a fracture study on this

materi al , together wi th the resu'lts obtai ned on the I ow al 'loy steel ,

w.i I I provi de va'l uabl e i nformati on on the effect of the rate of work

hardening on the fracture process. The main obiectives of the fracture

study on the austenitic stainless steel (AISI 310) are therefore to

ascertain the role of the mobile dislocations in the increase of the

fracture toughness and to determine to what extent the blunting process

could be affected by a higher rate of work hardening in the plastic

zone.

7.1 EXPERIMINTAL PROCTDURTS

The materia'l chemical anaìysis as well as its mechanjcal

properti es i n the anneal ed condi ti on urere gi ven i n earl i er sect'ions

(Table 3.2 and 3.4). Also, the annealing procedure was descrjbed'
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In brief, it consists of a solution treatment at 1050oC for I h, folìowed

by water quenching. Thís fast cooling rate was used in order to prevent

any carbide precipitation which would probabìy lead to an undesirab'le

dislocations locking.

Cold rolling (reduction in thickness) rangíng from 0 to 15%

was performed on the annealed materia'l and compact tension specimens

were prepared from the cold rolled material as described prevìousìy

(see section 3.2).

The procedure for the fracture testing and JIC determjnation

from the J-resistance curves as we'll as the dis'locations structure

study were described in detail in previous sections (3.¡.2.2 and 3.5.2)

and wi I I not be repeated here.

7.2 RESULTS

7.2.1 The J-Resistance Curves and the Variation of the Fracture

Touqhness with Prestraíns

The J-resistance curves obtained for the austenitic stainless

steel are shown in Fig. 7 .L to Fig. 7 .6. Al I the JIC va'lues deduced

from the J-resistance curves meet the size requirements (Equation 2.34)

for valìd J-integral tests. Also the J-controlled crack growth condition

(Equation 2.27) was fulfilìed for all the specimens tested. All the

JIC values thus determined can be considered as valid values of the

toughness of the material.

In general, the stope of the bìunting line for this material

is slÍghtly lower than that of the low alloy steeì because the austenitic

stainless steel presents a comParatively lower yield slrength. 0n
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the other hand, owing to its higher work hardening rate, the ultimate

tensile strength of the austenitic stainless steel is quite as high

as that of the low alloy stee'|. The variation of the flow stress,
oF, with the prior deformation is shown in Fig.7.7. unlike the low

aì'loy steel (Fig. 4.8), the f'low stress increases markedly even at

low prestrains.

The sl opes of the crack advance 'l i ne

those of the low alìoy steel. As shown in Fig. 7.8 and Fig. 7.9, the

s'lope (4!) .n¿ the tearing moduìus, T, decrease sharpìy at low prestrains
da

(0 to 5%) and they ìeveì off at higher prestrains (5% and more). Also

the tearing modulus is considerab'ly low at higher prestrains (5% and

more) (Fig. 7.9) as compared to that of the low alloy steeì (Fig. 4.13).

This leads to the conclusion that the austenitic stainless stee'l (AISI

310) presents a comparatively'lower resistance to stable crack growth

at hi gh prestrains and may be therefore suscepti bìe to a teari ng

instability after large prestrains.

In Fig.7.10 is shown the variation of the fracture toughness

(expressed as JtC) with the percentage of co'ld work. Unlike the low

aìloy steel where a maximum in the fracture toughness occurs at 2%

prestrain (Fig. 4.20), this figure presents a very rapid decrease of

the fracture toughness at low prestrains (0 to 5%), followed by a s'lower

decrease and a leveìling off at higher prestrains. Similar continuous

decreases in the fracture toughness (expressed as J¡g ) with increasing

prior cold work have also been obtained by Chipperfield (79) on an

austenitic stainless steel (AISI 316). Thus, prior straining on

(ff) are muctr lower than
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austenitic stainless steel does not produce an improvement of the

fracture toughness as for the low alloy steel, but rather a deterioration

in the fracture behavior.

7.2.2 D'islocations Structure and Distribution

The microstructure of the specimen in the annealed cond'it'ion

(0% prestrain) is shown in F'ig. 7.11. 0n this micrograph, there are

many more dislocations as compared to the low a'lloy stee'l (Fig. 4.31 .a,

b) whjch are distrjbuted uniformly throughout the grain. The presence

of a comparativeìy high dislocations density is probably due to the

fast cooling rate (water quenching from high temperature) used during

the anneal ing in order to prevent carbides prec'ipitations on

di sl ocati ons .

In F'ig. 7.12 is shown the microstructure of the material

with l% prestrain. Although the dislocations structure is quite sim'ilar

to that in Fig. 7,11, as they are characterized by eìongated ìoops,

the dislocatjons density in this case (Fig. 7.1?) is comparat'iveìy

hi gher.

Figures 7.13.a, b, depict the microstructure of the materjal

with 2% prestrain. In Fig. 7.1.3.a, elongated dislocations ìocps can

be observed on thei r i ndi vi dual s'l i p p1 anes. The traces of these sì i p

pl anes are ev'ident. There are two sets of i ntercepti ng sì i p p'lanes

whjch suggests the occurrence of duplex slip or multiple slip in this

material. The measured angle between the two set of slip planes was

found to be approximately 67" which is close to the angle of 70".32

between two sets of (111) and (itt) s'lip p'lanes in the F.C.C. lattjce.
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Magnification G = 35,000

Fig. 7.LL Transmission electron micrograph of the austenitic
stainless steel (AISI 310) in the annea.led condition
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Fig. 7.72 Trânsmission electron micrograph of the austenjt'ic
stainless steel (AISI 310) wilh L% prestrain
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a) Magnification G = 30,000

b) Magnification G = 20,000

Fig. 7,L3 Dislocation structure in the austenitic stainless
steel (AISI 310) specimen with ?% prestrain
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The accumulation of a higher dislocations density (closely packed

dislocation piles-up) on one of the two sets of planes suggests that

th'is is the primary sìip pìane which was activated at the early stage

of the prior deformation. The other s'lip system (secondary) is just

at the earl y stage of act j vat'ion so that di s'locati on pi I e-ups on thi s

s'l i p pì ane are not yet as important. Thi s probabìy preserves thej r

traces and make them much better defined. In Fig. 7.I3.b is shown

dislocatjon configurations at the grain boundary where some sl ip pìanes

are crossing the grain boundary and continue in the next grain.

Fì gure 7 .14 shows the m'icrostructure of the material wi th

5% prestra'in. In this micrograph there are d'islocations tang'les and

an ìncipient ce'll structure development. The cell structure is not

as well deveìoped as for the low aìloy steel (Fig. 4.35.b). At this

prestra'in , onl y one set of s I 'i p traces can be observed .

Figure 7.15 depicts the microstructure of the material with

10 % prestrai n. Thi s mi crograph shows a typi cal cel 'l structure consi sti ng

of regions almost free of dislocations surrounded by material of high

dislocations density (cells waì'ls). Slìp bands (traces) are no more

d'istinguishable as for the material with 2% and 5% prestrain.

ïhe genera'l feature of these mícrostructures is the presence

of pìanar arrays of dislocations confined to their slip p'lanes wh'ich

suggests that the material has a relativeìy low stacking fault energy,

a'lthough djslocat'ion d'issociation with its associated stacking faults

could be hardly detected. Some smal'l stacking faults (SF) could be

however seen in Fig. 7.16,
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Magnification G = 35,000

Dislocation structure in the austenitic sta'inless
steel (AISI 310) specimen with 5% prestrain

Fi g. 7 .14
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Magnification G 35,000

Fig. 7.15 Cells
steel

structure in the austenitic stainless
(AISI 310) specimen wi th l0% prestrain
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l4agnification G = 33,000

Fi g. 7 .L6 Smal I stacki ng fau'lts i n thg !P9
austenitic stãinless steel (AISI
2% prestrain

cimen of the
310) with
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7.3 DISCUSSI0N

The variation in the fracture toughness (expressed as JIC)

with the percentage of coìd work'ing for the two materials studied is

shown in Fig. 7.L7. The austenitic stainless stee'l presents a comp'leteìy

different fracture behavior at low prestra'in, as compared to the low

al'loy steel. The initiaì fracture toughness (0% prestrain) is much

higher for the austen'itic stainless steel (two fold ). Also, the

austenitic sta'inless stee'l exhibits a continuous decrease in the fracture

toughness as the extent of the prior deformation is increased.

The comparatively higher value of the injt'ial fracture

toughness obtained for the austenjtic stainless steel (at 0% prestraìn)

can be attributed to a h'igher initial mob'ile dislocation density as

shown in Fig. 7.11. This argument can be substantjated by the absence

of a y j e'ld poi nt phenomenon on the stress-strai n curve of the austen'iti c

stainless steel shown in Fig. 7.18. 0n the same figure is al so shown

the typica'l yield point and the Luder's e'longation obta jned for the

low alloy steel and whjch characterizes a shortage of initial mobile

dislocatjons density. llh'ile this initial shortage of mobjle dislocations

density results in a work softening (at ìow prestrain) for the low

alloy steel, there is a rapid work hardening for the austenjtic stainless

steel as dep'icted by the variation of the yieìd stress (at .?%) wjth

prestrains in Fig. 7.I9. Thus, the presence of a higher jnitial mob'ile

dislocations density in the austenitic stainless steel has made available

a larger number of mobile dislocations sources at the crack tip region

wh'ich has led to a much higher initiaì fracture toughnesS' provided

these dislocations interact with the crack tip and cause blunting to
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occur at the crack tip.

The continuous decrease in the fracture toughness obtajned

for the austenitic stainless steel as the extent of prior deformatjon

is increased can be attributed to a high work hardenìng rate of this

material. The effect of the high work hardening rate on the decrease

of the fracture toughness can be i nterpreted from both macroscopi c

and microscopic viewpoints.

From a macroscopi c vi ewpoi nt, i t can be argued that the

high work hardenìng rate exhibited by the austenitic stajnless steel

will rapidìy ìead to a very high yìeld stress of the material 'immediately

adjacent to the crack tip. This can be substantjated by the variation

of the yieìd stress (at .2%) with the prior strajn in Fjg. 7.18 where

the austenit'ic stainless steel cont jnuous'ly work hardens wh j le there

is work softening (f'lattening of the curve at high prestrains) for

the low a'lìoy steel. Since the fracture stress generally decreases

as the yie]d stress is increased (45, 111 ), it should result in a

decrease of the fracture toughness of the austenitic stain'less steel

owing to its rapid work hardening rate which must lead to a very hìgh

yield stress in the plastic zone. The same argument can be used to

expla'in the low values of the crack advance line slope (å*) and the

tear:ing modulus (T) obtained for the austenitic stainless steel in

Figs. 7.8 and 7.9. Cracks shou'ld propagate readily in very work hardened

material.

From a microscopic viewpo'int, the high work hardening exhibjted

by F.C.C. materia'ls having a relatively low stacking fault energy such

as austenitic stainless steel is úsually attributed to the'intersectjon
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hardening and to dislocations reactions which lead to the formation

of Lomer-cottrel I barriers arising from sì ip on intercepting ( 111)

pìanes. The occurrence of dupìex (multiple) sì ip as substantiated

by the mìcroscopic examination (Fig. 7.13) suggests that intersectjon

hardening and the formation of num€rous Lomer-Cottrell locks must be

very important. These numerous Lomer-Cottrel I locks aìong with the

iogs resul ting from the intersection of forest of di slocations should

reduce the number of mobile dislocat'ions running out of the crystal

towards the free surface at the crack tip. Accordingly, the extent

of pìastic blunting at the crack tip wiì1 be considerably reduced because

of the reduction of the effective slìp distance at the crack tip and

the small number of dislocations which can leave the crystal from each

sìip line. Also, because of the diffjculty of cross slip'in this

material , the s'lip I ines mult'ipì ication by mu'ltìp'le cross gì ìde cannot

be expected as for the low alìoy steel, so that the number of sìip

lines contributing to the blunting at the crack tip must not be very

hi gh.

The important effect of the work hardening on the fracture

toughness is well accounted for in our model of crack tip blunting

through the work hardening constant k in Equation 6.20 used to evaluate

the fracture toughness. In the model k was interpreted as the work

hardening resulting from s'lip bands formation. But from its

approxìmation jn Equatìon 6.21 i.e. k = c qg, k can reflect all the
de

main features of plastic deformation such as cross slip, intersectjon

hardening, and Lomer-Cottrell locks formation.

In summary, thi s fracture study on the austeni tic sta'i nl ess
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steel has confirmed the impcrtant contribution of the mobiìity of

materia'l dislocations to the fracture toughness. It was found that

the higher the initial mobile djslocations, the higher the fracture

toughness is. Also, it was found that a high work hardening rate has

a detrimental effect on the fracture toughness. A high work hardening

in the pìastic zone produces a very high yield stress in the material

immediate'ly adjacent to the crack tip and this decreases the fracture

toughness. The high work hardening rate of the austenitic stajnless

steel b/as attributed to intersect'ion hardening and Lomer-Cottrell locks

formation which hinder dislocat.ions motions and prevent them from runring

out of the crystaì towards the free surface at the crack tip. This

reduces the extent of bìunting before crack initiat'ion. The present

study has thus demonstrated that the proposed crack tip blunt'ing model

can be used not only to evaluate the fracture toughness of the low

a'lloy steel (B.C.C. ), but also it is suitab'le for analysing the fracture

behavi or of austen'it'ic stai nl ess steel (F. C. C. ) .



CHAPTER 8

COT¡CLUSIONS

The effect of prior defor'mation on the fracture toughness

expressed as J-integral has been studied on annealed low al ìoy steel

(AISI 4340) as wel I as on annea'led stainless steel (AISI 310).

In the low aììoy steel, prior deformation performed by cold

rolling as welì as by tension pulling has produced a signjficant increase

(four fold ) in the fracture toughness around 2% prestrain. This marked

i ncrease i n the fracture toughness was found to be due to the

avajlab'ility in the crack tip region of large mobile dislocation sources

whjch cause an excessive blunting to occur at the crack tip.

I'li crostructural exam j nati on by transmìssi on el ectron mi croscopy has

cìearly indicated a real shortage of mobile djslocat'ion in the annealed

material, where the only few dislocations present were locked by

precipìtates. Prior straining up to 2% was found to increase the mobile

djslocation density by creating and multipìying new dislocations.

Theoretical evaluation of the mobile Cjslocation density together

with Luder's stra'in measurements have shown that the maximum nrobi le

dislocatjons density indeed occurs at 2% prestrain. Also, the mobile

dislocation dens'ity was found to vary in exactly the same manner

as the fracture toughness with prestrain Stretch zone wjdth

measurements have confirmed that the increase in the fracture toughness

i s i ndeed due to an excessi ve bl unti ng produced by a rr,ass j ve f I ow of

nrobile Cislocations from numerous pre-existing sources towards the

crack tip.
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A disrocation moder is proposed to exprain the crack tip
blunting in materials with high density of nrobile dislocations, which

ìeads to an equation reìating the fracture toughness parameter Jlc
to the mobiìe dislocation dens'ity in the vicinity of the crack and

to the work hardeníng rate in the pìastic zone. The model accurateìy
predicts the behavior of dislocation ahead of the crack and can be

used to evaluate the fracture toughness in materials which exhjbit
considerable plasticity at the crack tjp. Theoretical calculatjons

of the fracture toughness using equations derived from the model were

found to cornfrepg very wel ] wi th the experimenta'l resul ts . Al so,

observations of the plastic flow at the crack tip quaìitatively agree

with the proposed model of crack tip b'lunting. Calcrilatjons of the

plastic work expended in moving and multip'lying the dislocatjons at

the crack tip showeC that the pìastic deformation by muìtipìe cross

glide is the main contributing factor to the pìastic work.

In the austenÍtic stainless steel, the prestraining was founC

to have a detrimental effect on the fracture toughness. The fracture

toughness continuously decreases as the extent of prestrain'ing is

i ncreased. Thi s conti nuous decrease i n the fracture toughness was

attributed to a high work hardening exhibited by this material, which

produces a very high yie'ld stress in the pìastic zone. This high work

hardening rate bras expìa'ined by intersection hardening as wel I as

Lomer-Cottrel I locks formation which reduces the dislocation sì ip

distance and prevent dislocation from running out of the crystal towards

the free surface at the crack tip. This agrees well with our proposed

model of crack tip blunting.
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Finalìy, this study has convincingly demonstrated that the

density of the active Cislocation sources and the extent of work

hardening which occurs in the plastic zone are the most important

parameters which control the fracture toughness in ductile materjals.

The study has also shown the limitations of the continuum nechanìcs

apçroach of fracture prob'lems such as crack tip blunting which can

only be adequately explained by individua'l dis'location bef,avior at

the crack tip.
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RtcomEt{DATI0t{S

I) l¡lore study on the effect of the work-hardening rate on the fracture

process, especia'lìy on the bìunting of the crack tip should be

undertaken for a more complete understanding of the bluntìng

mechani sms .

Z) A study on the effect of the graìn sjze on the blunting process

i s al so requi red to expì ore how a varyi ng sì i p band I ength

i ntroduced by di fferent grai n si ze as wel I as the number of

dislocations accumu'lated in them could affect the blunting process.

3) Experimental observations of the interaction of djslocation pììe-ups

with the crack tjp in bulk materjal is recomnended in order to

determ.ine whether the dislocation -free zone which was reported

to exi st in th'in foi'ls between the crack tip and the p'i1e-ups al so

occurs in bulk materiaJ. This study will 'lead to a quant'itative

anal ysj s of the i nteractj on between di s't ocati on pi I e-ups wi th

the crack tip. In this analysis it is recommended that both

work-hardening and crack tip stresses, inc'luding the image force'

be model ìed to account for interactions between di s'location at

the crack tiP.

4) Fina]ìy, the ductile fracture mechanisms which operate after the

maximum blunting and which lead to a stab'le crack growth should

be studied aìong with the dislocation structure and distribution

in the plastic zone in this earìy stage of stable crack growth'
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